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SPO R T SM EN ’S SU PPLIES I SPO R T SM EN ’S SU PPLIES
®
BEST FOR A ll R EPEATIN G  RIFLES
The old hunter who has ‘ ‘tried them all” selects 
U. M. C. C A R T R ID G E S 
because of their superior shooting under all conditions.
U. M. C. SOFT POINT CARTRIDGES
for Big Game have excellent mushrooming qualities. 
Whatever make of gun—U. M. C. Cartridges.
Ask your Guide.
THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
Agency, 3 13  Broadway, N. Y .
Depot, 86 First .Street, San Francisco, Cal.
BRID GEPO RT,
CONN.
THE FIRST SPRING FISHING?
Landlocked Salmon and Square Tailed Trout, go to the
RANGELEY LAKE HOUSE,
R A N G E L E Y ,  M A I N E .
Send for Illustrated Booklet, tree.
RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL COMPANY. Rangeley. Maine.
John B. Marble. President. Henry M. Burrows, Treasurer.
Fish and Game Oddities.
Shot Dog and Rabbit.
A rarebit of bad luck: Two boys 
went gunn.ng from Damariscotta Mills, 
Saturday. Their dog started a rabbit 
and one of the boys shot the animal, 
only to wound it. His companion next 
fired and succeeded in shooting both the 
dog which was quite a valuable one and 
the rabbit. Wonder if any of them 
knew it was April Fool day?—Lewiston 
Journal.
Sucker In Every Hill.
A Maine farmer wffio lived near a 
pond that abounded in suckers conceived 
a plan that was novel to say the least. 
He netted several bushels of them one 
spring when they were running up the 
brooks and used them for fertilizer. 
He had a man go along through his 
corn row in planting time carrying a 
bag full of suckers and in every hill of 
corn he planted a nice fat sucker before 
th j corn was dropped.
S PO RTSM  E N ’S S G PPLIES
W IN  C U B S  T E fts
A N N O U N C E M E N T .
WE WISH to announce to the public that we have leased a large territory at the foot of Kennebago lake and have built there a set of camps which we will open to our pa­trons and friends the coming season. This new establishment in connection with 
our camps at Beaver Pond will give our guests the manifold advantages ol a very large 
tract in which to hunt and fish. Our guests will be able to get both lake and stream fishing 
and fish of excellent size both salmon and trout may be had. W e have our own steamboat on 
Kennebago lake..‘also buckboards making two or more trips daily from Rangeley Lake House 
to connect with our steamers. Daily mail service is assured, also both telephone and tele­
graph connections. All telegrams will be immediately forwarded from Rangeley. W e wish 
to say that either of our establishments are ideal places for women and children. The alti­
tude is high, 2000 feet, thus making hay fever and like diseases unknown. Our terms are 
§2.00 per day per person; $1.25 for guides’ board. We furnish reliable guides on application. 
Parties can leave Boston at 9 o’clock a. m „ on either the Eastern or Western division of the 
Boston & Maine railroad for Portland. Maine Central to Farmington and the Sandy River 
and Phillips & Rangeley railroads to Rangeley, or from Portland via Maine Central to Rum- 
ford Junction, Portland & Rumford Falls railroad to South Rangeley and the Rangeley 
Lakes steamboats to Rangeley. From Rangeley our buckboards convey parties direct to our 
camps. All inquiries cheerfully answered. Write us early for any particulars; we are sure 
we tan satisfy you. W e make special rates by the month. Let us hear from you that we 
may reserve some of our best accommodations for you. Address
Ed Grant & Sons., Kennebago or Beaver Pond, Me.
CLOVER LEAF GANGS
Are just what you have been look­
ing for. They will make all kinds of 
bait float upright and appear natural 
whether the bait is alive or dead.
Wonderfully effective in the capture 
o f salmon, lake trout, bass, pike, pick­
erel, etc. Try these rigs for salmon 
when the ice goes out and convince 
yourself of their superiority over all
AND CASTING HOOKS
Bear Held a Live Deer.
W. M. Kennedy who has been in the 
lumbering business for a number of 
years past tells of seeing a bear try to 
lift a live deer from the water. It was 
on the Magalloway river. When he 
discovered them, the bear had hold of 
the young bucks head with his teeth 
and was hanging on hard with the aid 
of his claws. The deer swam for the 
shore carrying the weight of the hear 
hut he swam directly into a trap in the 
crotch that was made by the boom. 
The bear made frantic efforts to get 
onto the logs and pull the deer after 
him. But the sight was too much. 
The bear was despatched by Mr. Ken­
nedy. ____ v___
Hunters and sportsmen in Bangor 
were considerably exercised last week j 
owing to the appearance of strange 
flocks of birds. On Wednesday, a 
week, a flock o f 75 passed over the city j 
in a northerly direction. Game War­
den James Maloy, who is a specialist 
on birds, when asked, pronounced them 
a species of Arctic snowbirds, which 
never migrate to this section unless in 
extreme cold weather. They are snow 
white and very pretty warblers.
CLOVER LEAF GANG.
other tackle. Will catch fish under all 
conditions.
~*j Write for booklet and prices and 
Y  order through your dealer.
W . E. K O C H ,
Whitehall, New York.
CLOVER LEAF CASTING HOOK.
MOCCASINS. All kinds. First-class workman­
ship. Catalogue free.
M. L. Getchell & Co., Monmouth, Me.
•••FURS
McMillan Fur &  Wool Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
W R I T E  F O R  C I R C U L A R S
Fined For Illegal Fishing and Hunting.
Game Warden Charles S. Adams o f 
Bingham secured sufficient evidence a 
few days ago for the arrest of Henry 
Hughey and Eddie Duetelley on charges 
of violating the game and fish laws. 
The parties have been operating in the 
vicinity o f Moose river.
The men appeared before the Dover 
municipal court for trial. Wardens 
Adams and Pollard were the principal 
witnesses for the prosecution, County 
Attorney Durgin represented the state 
while Forrest J. Martin o f Bangor ap­
peared for respondents.
Two charges each were preferred 
against respondents. Hughey for trap­
ping without a license and having trout 
in his possession in close time, and Due­
telley for trapping without a license 
and having partridge in his possession 
in close time.
Warden Adams testified to visiting 
Hughey's camps on ‘ the 18th day of 
March, when he found some 15 traps 
within a radius o f several miles, some 
of the traps being baited with par­
tridge and others with deer meat. 
Witness also saw some traps that were 
baited with trout. Said Hughey threat- 
ned hi m when he called his attention
the second time to violations of the 
game laws, and accused Adams of 
stealing two traps and a mink from 
him. The Thorndike pond is closed 
against fishing.
Warden Pollard testified to being 
with Adams when the arrest was made. 
Asked Hughey about his license and 
was told that he got it the first week 
in March.
There was evidence that the license 
was received on March 16 and that no 
traps were visited until March 18. 
There was also evidence that snowshoe 
tracks were made all about the premis­
es, but it could not be proven that they 
were made before or after respondent 
procured his license. Judge Smith did 
not deem this sufficiently strong for 
conviction and therefore discharged 
Hughey.
In the case of Duetelley, who could 
produce no license, the claim was set 
up that he only accompanied Hughey 
on his trapping tour, but this plea was 
deemed unsatisfactory in the eyes of 
the court and he was fined the sum of 
$100 and costs for having no license and 
$5 and costs for having a partridge in 
his possession during close time. Due­
telley appealed from the decision.
Camp and Hotel Printing.
There is nothing like arranging for 
your printing early. The season of 1905 
will be on before we realize it and we 
can’t make a mistake by getting an 
idea of how to l a y  o u t  next sea­
son’s printing. Special prices and spe­
cial arrangements for camp and hotel 
! printing. W e know what you need for 
: cuts. J. W. Brackett Co.,
Maine  W oods, Phillips, Me.
Camps to be Built.
Eustis, Me., April 4, 1905.
To the Editor o f Maine Woods.
I recently had the pleasure of meet­
ing Dion 0  Blackwell of Round Moun­
tain lake who seemed well pleased with 
things in general and the outlook for 
the coming season’s business.
He said ‘ ‘Last year we were obliged 
to turn away business owing to lack of 
room,”  and to take care of this we in­
tend enlarging the camp.
The present plan is to build two ad­
ditional cabins. One to be located near 
he end of the line between the Blanch­
ard and the Edgewood camps, while the 
other will be built back of camp Wel­
come facing the lake.
This new cabin will have a fine view 
of the entire lake also Snow Mountain 
and those lying to the north. From his 
remarks judge this cabi n is to have twm 
or three sleeping rooms with sitting 
room and will be especially arranged 
for large parties.
He also intends making other im­
provements making this one o f the 
most modern up-to-date and comfort­
able ranches in the Dead River country.
He will go in with a crew and begin 
work on the new cabins soon as the 
snow goes and will open for guests 
about the first o f June.
The lumber people lumbering to the 
north of Snow Mountain intend build- 
j ing a telephone line to connect their 
'camps with Eustis. This line will 
| come down via. Round Mountain Lake 
j and instruments will be placed in the 
camp enabling guests to talk with 
: Eustis, and Mr. Blackwell hopes to 
have the line in working order about 
July 1st. Inquiries are coming in nice­
ly and a number o f the old guests have 
j expressed their intention of returning.
In accordance with general orders 
No. 8, issued from the adjutant gener- 
ral’s office, recently, First Lieutenant 
John J. Dooley of Portland, inspector 
of rifle practice, First Infantry, N. G. 
S. M., is appointed assistant inspector 
general of rifle practice, on the staff of 
the commander-in-chief with rank of 
Major.
Rifle and Pistol Cartridges.
The proof of the pudding is the eating ; the proof of 
the cartridge is its shooting. The great popularity 
attained by Winchester rifle and pistol cartridges 
during a period of over 30 years is the best proof of 
their shooting qualities. They a lw a y s give satisfac­
tion. Winchester .22 caliber cartridges loaded with 
Smokeless powder have the celebrated Winches­
ter Greaseless Bullets, which make them cleaner to 
handle than any cartridges of this caliber made.
ALL SU C C ESSFU L SPORTSM EN USE TH EM .
I T ’S A G U A R A N T E E  O F  Q U A L IT Y .  M
' 2 ,0 0 0 , 0 0 0  Sold in Twelve  Years.
‘E V E R Y  REEL  W A R R A N T E D .
Over  800 Styles and Sizes.
B O O K L E T S  M A I L E D  F R E E .
o n Al v G ^
S T A N D A R D  M E T A L  G O O D S
mT n u f a c t o ^  
Bird and Animal Cages,
Cage Specialties,Fishing Reels, 
Artificial Baits, Spoons, Etc.
C H A I N — Brass, Bronze, Steel and Iron.
W IRE P IC T U R E  C O R D .
1 9 8 - P a g e  T a c k l e  C a t a l o g u e  on R e c e i p t  o f  25 C e n t s .
T h e  A n d r e w  B. H e n d r y x  C o ., new haven conn., u .s .a
DON’T FORGET THE ’05 EDITION,
Sportsmen’s Guide Book
“ In The Maine Woods.”
Bangor & Aroostook R. R.
192 pages, over 100 half-tor.e and color 
illustrations. Sent for 10 cents in stamps. 
Address Dept. I.
C. C. BRO W N, G. P. & T. A.. 
Bangor, Maine.
To Camp Owners.
Many owners of camps who have 
Maine Woods regularly but who have 
had no camp news in our columns for a 
ong time past, if ever, would do well 
to send us a little news about their peo­
ple and their attractions. We would 
print it and it would pay the camps 
: well. We like to have mail sent to us 
as early as Monday for the current 
week, when possible.
J. W. Brackett Co., 
Phillips, Maine.
T H E  R A N G E L E Y  L A K E S .
T H E VA CATIO N  SEA SO N  is not complete without a trip to 
this region.
T H E RUM FORD F A L L S  LIN E reaches direct and makes 
close connections with the steamers for all points on the Lakes.
THROUGH PU LLM AN PA R LO R  C A R S between Portland 
and Oquossoc during the Tourist Season.
Booklet and time table mailed upon application to
R. C. BR A D FO R D . Traffic Manager, Portland. Maine.
To the fisherman, there is no music like the hum of the reel, no 
sport so rare as that of playing the
Spotted Trout or
Landlocked Salmon
T A K E N  IN TH E
DEAD RIVER REGION OR
THE RANGELEY LAKES,
and the many Hotels and Camps furnish excellent accommodations 
to all. Write for illustrated booklet to
F. N. B E A L , Phillips, Me., 
Supt. S. R. R. R.
G. M. VO SE, Kingfield, Me*, 
Supt F. & M. Ry.
INFORMATION FREE.
We often get enquiries from parties who want a bunch of circulars of 
camps and hotels in Maine and of Railroad and Steamboat lines. We 
send these free of* charge for the benefit of advertisers in Maine Woods 
and our readers. Maine Woods Information Bureau, Phillips, Maine.
M A IN E WOODS, APRIL 14,£ 1905.
FISHING WILL SURELY BEGIN
WHEN THE ICE GOES OUT; BUT DOC­
TORS DISAGREE ABOUT DATE.
BROWN TROUT IN COW POND, I PARTRIDGES ARE DRUMMING, s p o r t s m e n ’s  s u p p l i e s SPO R T SM E N ’S SU P P L IE S
LEWIS YORK OF YORK’S CAMPS SAYS ! FJSH WILL BE BITING AT HOWARD 
THEY ARE GREAT FIGHTERS.
Guides Have Been Interviewed and Some 
Admit That They Don’t Know; Those 
Who Do Know Announce It This 
Week.
[Special correspondence to Maine Woods.]
Rang eley , April 12, 1905. 
Talk about the ice going out!
Teams are on Rangeley lake nowa­
days just as much as they are in win­
ter and so far as anybody can judge it 
is just as solid as ever. Almost any- j 
where on the lake the teams can be 
driven onto the ice from shore as easily 
as ever because it has not broken away 
from the shore but little—and still there 
are plenty of guides and others who 
think all signs point to early fishing. 
Freeman Tibbetts is quoted as having 
expressed the opinion that Rangeley 
lake would be clear in April.
The Maine  W oods reporter met 
David Haines, the guide, on Lake street 
Tuesday morning and learned very 
early in the conversation that David 
was in excellent spirits. He has had 
more correspondence than usual from 
parties who want him to guide them. 
These letters have come to him from 
parties that he has guided before and 
from others whose names are new to 
him; so he naturally thinks the pros­
pect is particularly good for next sea­
son’s business. David is guessing that 
the ice will leave Rangeley lakes about 
May 5, or from that to the 10th.
Haines’s first sportsman for the sea­
son of 1905 will probably be Mr. Walter 
Clark of Attleboro, Mass., who plans to 
be at Amos Ellis’s Bald Mountain 
Camps as soo,1 as the ice is out. Mr. 
H. W. Clarke of Watertown, Mass., 
one of our old friends and a man who 
has been guided by Haines at the 
Rangeleys for the past thirty years or 
so, is due at Mountain View on May 15 
or earlier. Mr. Clarke is 83 years of 
age but he enjoys the sensation made 
by a trout or salmon when he strikes, as j 
well as ever and he doesn’ t take odds 
of any of his young friends on landing 1 
his fish. _________
Guide Clark Hill is at the Oquossoc 
House, just waiting for fishing to be­
gin. He’s been in Walter Twombly’s 
camp on Cupsuptic all winter and he 
looks as plump as a partridge—almost— 
and his health is excellent. His broth­
er, J. W. Hill of Lynn, Mass., who was 
ill last fall, has been in camp with him j 
all winter. When he left the woods 
and went back to the city he was as ' 
“ strong as a moose’ ’ and in perfect! 
health, so far as he c<.uld judge.
If you ask Lewis York when the ice 
will go out he looks you straight in the 
eye to see if you mean it, then he gives 
you an example of the smile that never 
wears off and admits that he doesn’ t 
know. Nevertheless he is willing to 
gamble that it won’t be before May 10.
E. B. Whorff, proprietor of the 
Oquossoc House, would probably be 
glad if he didn’t h -ve to get up late 
suppers every night but the train ar-
Partridges are Plentiful In Rangeley Re­
gion and Mr. York Wants a Bounty on 
Foxes to Save ’Em.
Lewis York, px-oprietor of York’s 
camps,' Loon lake, was in Phillips last 
Monday. He says he has hired all of 
his help for the year and everything is 
in readiness for the early spring fishing. 
He has received quite a number of 
letters from people who want to visit 
his camps and he is led to believe that 
the business at his place will be better 
than ever before. Mr. York took oc­
casion to mention the good landlocked 
salmon fishing to be found at Loon lake. 
He had a word to say, too, about square 
tails and then he mentioned the brown 
trout in Cow Pond, in which he takes 
especial pride. He put a couple of cans
POND PRETTY S>ON.
Rumford Falls Look TowardAnglers
Holt’s Camps For Their Earliest Fish­
ing and Are Not Disappointed.
[Special Correspondence to the Maine Woods.]
Hano ver , April 11, 1905. 
Prop. Holt has been at his camp at 
work since the first of March. He will 
make a number of improvements this 
season. He will build a fine log cabin 
36x24, with six sleeping rooms and a 
large living room, with a large stone 
fireplace. There will be a lot of rus­
tic work in the camp. A large camp 
will also be built near by for an office 
and store x’oom.
The ice will be all out of the lake by 
the 18th of this month and then some 
good fishing is looked for and a number 
of*these trout into Cow pond'about six j of fishermen have rooms engaged for 
yeai-s ago and they have been showing the first day’s fishing. Rumford Falls 
up for the past two yeaas. Two years fishermen are always on the lookout for
18-foot Canoe, $25.00, 19-foot Canoe $26.00, F. O. B. Old Town. Model and finish designed ex­
pressly for use on hunting and fishing trips. Maple paddles $3 per pair. Order your, canoe "and 
paddles today. •
C AR LETO N  C A N O E  C O M P AN Y, - Box 139, - Old Town, Maine.
ago Mr. Barcher of New Yoi’k caught 
one that weighed 2 3-4 pounds and when 
lie got him in the boat he remar • ed that 
he had some sport. He said he never 
had such a fight before in his life and as 
Mr. Barcher is one of the best fly fish­
ermen that ever came to the Rangeleys 
he can be accepted as good authoi’ity on 
anything. He says the landlocked 
salmon are not in it. Last year Rev. 
T. C. McLellan of Brooklyn, N. Y., got 
one that weighed about 3 1-4 pounds. 
Mr. McLellan was naturally delighted 
because only the best fishermen have, 
thus far been able to land one of these 
trout. Several have smashed their 
rigging to pieces trying to land them 
and one man declares he’ ll bring a tax*- 
pon outfit next year.
Mr. York says partridges will be very 
plentiful in his section this yeai\ They 
wintered well and Mr. York has seen a 
great many of them this spring. Mr. 
York thinks Maine ought to pay a 
bounty on foxes to save the birds.
Rangeley Lake House Notes.
[Special Correspondence to Maine Woods.]
Ra n g eley , April 12, 1905.
The Portland newspapers have pub­
lished the following announcement:
Among the June weddings will be that 
of Mr. Ralph T. Kendall of Portland 
and Miss Lucy Mai’ble of Rangeley, 
which will take place at the Rangeley 
Lake House.
the ice to leave Howard lake, as it is 
the first place to go for fishing.
Mr. Holt has two fine boats this year 
and can take care of all who want to 
try their luck. He also has plenty of 
wood as he has just finished a pile of 
25 cords.
A new road will be built into the 
Richardson camp from the first bridge 
on the main road.
The past winter has been a fine one 
for partridges as a lot are around camp 
and you can hear them commence to 
drum.
THF SEASON WILL BE LATE.
Fish and Game Commissioners to Hold a 
Hearing Soon.
[Special correspondence to Maine Woods.]
K ennebunk , April 3, 1905. 
The law is off trout in this vicinity 
now and the ice is nearly all ont of the 
brooks and rivers but it will be some
Vacation Life at Schoodic Lake. 
Vacations are sought today not so 
! much for pleasure as because of the 
[ vital need of mental and physical up­
building. What was a luxury ig the 
; past is now a necessity. In days gone 
by, the vacation was spent in hotels at 
some fashionable resort in the moun­
tains or at the seaside, meeting old 
friends, making new ones and keeping 
up o.ie’ s ends, eaxdy and late, in the 
round o f festivities.
Today in these x’esorts there is noted 
the absence o f the old eaders, their 
places being filled by fashion and the 
icle class,—but not the woi’kers.
The reason qf this change is not diffi­
cult o f comprehension and is found in 
every branch of art, literature and 
commerce. The scrap-pile of yestex-- 
day is the source of today’s profits. 
The world’s harvest is no longer 
screened through a sieve; there are no 
screenings. Along with the screenings 
has gone the old philosopher’s teaching 
of eight hours for labor, eight for 
sleep and eight for recreation. Labor, 
to succeed, has swallowed up much of 
sleep and practically all of recreation, 
in a nerve-racking competition that 
amounts almost to a survival alone of 
the fittest. The powers of the strong­
est are limited; and with a fee ’ing that 
the workman should lose no time in 
sharpening his tools, one turns to va- 
i  cations as no longer a luxury but a 
stern mandate of reason.
As the result of such reasoning, two 
I years ago a friend and I were discuss- 
possible places with some per-
A. S. ARNBURG, Rangeley, Maine,
Builder of Rangeley Boats. W rite for Prices.
H. M. BARRETT, Weld, Maine. 
Builder of Fine Cedar Boats.
Write for'price list and descriptive Catalog.
F I S H I N G  R O D S
New store on Rangeley Lake House 
grounds. Call and see my line o f 
Rangeley Wood and Split Bamboo Rods.
Rangeley,
E. T. H O A R ,
Maine.
The Best Wall Map
■ OF
M A I N E
By Express, $5.00.
time before there will be any fishing as jng the
the melting snow and ice has filled the I ^  f  conditions,
banks to overflowing. The ice is still 1 , . \ , , . ,
in Alewive pond and Kennebunk pond on which both were agreed, but as to°
will be late in theseand the sea on 
ponds.
Fish and Game Commissioners L. T. 
Carlton, J. W. Brackett and E. E. 
Ring are coming here in the near futnre 
to hold a hearing in regard to closing 
the “ Branch” ’ brooks also known
where these conditions existed. It 
must be the woods, far from civiliza-
R. M. NASON,
180 Exchange St., - Bangoi^ Me.
labor—to reach the heai’t o f the Maine 
woods.
Leaving our bags with the agent and 
receiving directions by which to find 
our trail, some three miles up the ti'ack 
we set our in search of our camp. New 
to such woods travel, we had some ap­
prehension as to our ability to reach 
the lake unguided; however, this was 
soon dispelled as a rude figui’e o f a 
pickerel pointed out the trail and hav­
ing once entered it, we found our way 
easily and rapidly, sitting down now 
and then upon a log to discuss the situ­
ation and compare notes, Goming out at 
last upon a beautiful lake, only one of 
hundreds such to be found hereabouts,
By May 1 everything will be in ex- “ Little River”  between Kennebunk
cellent condition at the Rangeley 
H use.
KENNEBAGO ROAD READY.
Lake i and Wells. Sevex*al petitions of sports
Mt II
Fishing Will However Be Good as Ever 
and Everything Ready.
Ran g eley , Apx-il 10, 1905.
The road to Kennebago is not just 
like the ordinary trolley park yet this 
spring—there is an occasional drop of 
mud and there are a few little dx-ops of 
water along the way, but like other
legislature and it is in regal’d to these 
that the commissioners are coming 
here. — “ W inchester Repeater .
rangement whereby the regular reaches roads in North Maine, this one is gx*ow- 
Rangeley late at night, probably brings | ing better very fast and will, perhaps,
soon be ready for autonxobiling. In 
conversation with Mr. Phineas Itichard-
P
him moi’e business than the afternoon 
train did. Some of the x’ecent arrivals 
at the Oquossoc House were: E. G. 
"Emei’son, A. P. Whittier, Geo. L. 
Stevens, W. B. Adie, A. D. Emery, 
W. H. Little ield, Portland; R. P. Jud-
son of the Kennebago Lake House a 
few days ago he said that all prepara­
tions were being made for the summer 
season. C. T. Richardson of the firm
Salmon Fishing Wanted.
Next Saturd'-y afternoon, April 15, 
at 2 p. m., there will be a hearing at 
H. F. Beedy’s office in Phillips upon the 
petition of H. F. Beedy and others ask­
ing that three salmon a day may be 
taken from Mt. Blue pond in Avon by 
each person fishing, in addition to five 
trout each day to a person, that may be 
now taken.
The pond has been stocked with 
salmon for several years past and last 
year a good many were caught and 
thrown back.
REDINGTON TO HAVE MUSIC.
son, Westfield, Mass.; R. B. Brown, of Richardson Bros, has been putting 
Percy W. Kinne, L. O. Golder, Boston; in some time and a good deal of work 
Chas. E. Dyer, Lewiston, Ray M. | around the lake this spi’ing and the 
Ricker, Stratton; P. C. Lawton, Gardi- boats and all equipments have been put 
ner; C. N. Taylor, Wellesley, Mass. in apple pie ox’der for the first visitors.
---------------  .. -------------------------------- f —
Charles L. Harnden is generally busy 
guiding but whether he is guiding or 
not he is likely to be talking more or 
less about the value of furs or the rela­
tive merits of the different calibre ri­
fles. Hamden deals in furs and shoot­
ing goods. He bought a fox skin of 
Clark Hill last night and the twain 
made a Yankee trade in due form.
Charles asked him what he’d take and 
reminded him that the last time they 
ti’aded they chalked within a quarter 
on the lot. Clark admitted it and re­
marked at the same time that he didn’t 
know much about the value of fox 
skins, nevertheless he'd chalk. He 
chalked, but before he showed up his 
mark, Charles announced that the skin 
was worth $2.25 and he’d give it 
a g o ,”  said Clark “ and it’s within a 
quai’ter again.”  That fox skin deal re­
minded the reporter of a horse trade 
that he witnessed between Hon. John 
R. Toothaker of Rangeley and L. E.
Bowley of the Mountain View House.
They had swapped horses and wanted 
to swap again. In talking the matter 
over frankly they both admitted that 
they were beaten in the first trade and 
that neither of the horses that they 
were about to swap were good for much 
anyway. They then began to tell about 
the weak points of each animal, t.,uch- 
ing only briefly (but feelingly) upon 
their good qualities. In ten minutes 
from the “ opening, ”  the second trade 
was complete and—evex-ybody was sat­
isfied.
Fish and Game Wardens.
Governor Cobb has recently reap­
pointed the following inland fish and 
game wardens: Chas. S. Adams, Bing­
ham; Wm. M. Adams, The Forks; F. 
W. Austin, Fort Kent; A. A. Berry,
tion, deep and cool, with waterways for but new to us and of surpassing beauty, 
canoeing, with game and fish in abund­
ance, the smell of balsam and the 
crackling camp-fire. Perhaps it was 
our boyhood dream, but as we were 
agreed, we set out to realize it. The 
Adirondacks seemed too civilized, with 
their gorgeous camps and hotels on 
every hand, their multitude of summer 
' tourists. A chance advertisement 
caught our eye, telling of the woods of 
Maine. A visit to a bureau c f informa­
tion ar.d we were stocked with direc­
tions how to get there. But then what?
Our inquiries amongst our friends re­
vealed the fact that in the heart of 
Maine, in the “ big game”  districts, 
were “ sporting camps’ ’ where one 
could be accommodated with all the 
| lack of civilization that greeted the 
first voyagers to these shores; but as 
far as our information went, these 
camps wex-e veritable “ needles in the 
haystack.”  I , was the rumor of one 
I traveling man related to another, and
Here was the camp bui t as I have 
since found like many others—a main 
camp with some fourteen small cabins 
fronting- upon the lake.
We were soo:’  installed in our cabin, 
a roomy log building some 15x18 feet; 
long, low, double-sashed windows upon 
three sides, a rustic veranda with two 
inviting rocking chairs; within were 
many comforts, such as matting upon 
the floor, a small sheet-iron stove, camp 
chairs, a table made of a soap box and 
covered with a neat cloth, cui’tains up- 
; on the sashes, and a “ double-decked”  
bed, upper and lower, with wix*e-woven 
springs, mattresses and snowy linen. 
In fi’ont of each camp was built a small 
dock for the canoe, allowing one to 
corne and go at pleasure. The main 
cabin served as a mess camp, composed 
of a large log dining-hall, library, kitch­
en and guides’ quarters. Sitting the 
first night writing, the lamp shining 
through the windows into the surround­
ing darkness, I heax*d a tramp o f feet 
and looking up, saw an antlered head 
attracted to our light by curiosity. I 
realized for the first time that we were 
j in the land of woods and big game.
The surprises that attend one’s days in
by dint of inquiries and letters written the fox-est are many; lakes open thi’ough 
here and there, we became acquainted thoroughfares into other lakes and 
with the situation and received a copy thence in time to the Penobscot; trails 
. „ . , , T". •, V, run in all directions; carries from lake
of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad s | to lake lend an added interest to canoe- 
year book, “ Haunts of the Hunted,”  ing; and at almost evei-y turn some 
Eustis; David I . Brown, Greenville; with a letter from the officials express- stream tempts one to try his skill with
Reels Are Not to Furnish All the Harmony 
This Year.
[Special correspondence to Maine W oods.]
R edington , April 10, 1905.
J. F. Hough, proprietor of Hough’s 
Camps, Redington, has purchased a 
piano and placed it in the parlor for 
the entertainment of his guests. He 
informs Maine  W oods that many times 
last season he noticed that his guests 
would come to the camps, after listen­
ing to the music of the reel all day and 
seem to need music of another kind. 
He has provided the piano and many 
u;!/ f  ! other improvements have been added. 
Now he invites the public to come and 
see him and catch a trout.
The reporter found Will Porter and 
Hai-ry Quimby this morning. They 
were ready to talk. Why shouldn’t 
they talk? They had nothing else to 
do but wait for the ice to go out, which 
according to Poi’ter will happen about 
May 10 and Quimby guesses it will 
be May 5.
According to the Maine  W oods files 
the ice has left the Rangeley lakes in 
past years on the following dates:
1882, May 12: 1883, May 14; 1884, May 13; 1885, 
May 15: 1886, May 3; 1887, May 16; 1888, May 21: 
1889, April 30; 1890, May 9; 1891; May 10; 1892, 
May 4; 1893, May 20; 1894, May 2: 1895, May 7; 1896, 
May 9; 1897, May 12; 1898, May 1-2; 1899. May 8-9: 
1900. May 14-15: 1901, April 30; 1902, April 30; 1903, 
April 29; 1904, April 8.
Game Warden 111.
E. H. Lowell, the Rangeley guide and 
the fish and game warden who with 
Natt Carr captured the famous poach­
er, Pete Fontaine, is at Augusta ill 
with blood poisoning. He is with his 
sister, Mrs. Harry Walker at 25 Crosby 
street.
George E. Cu hman, Portland; Elmer 
E. Estabrook, Amity; F. E. Jorgensen, 
Kingman; Fred R. Mitchel , Portland 
(Long Isl :nd); Matthew C. Morrill, 
Gray; Herbert E. Piei’ce, Bingham; H. 
E. Redmond, Solon; B nj. Straight, 
Milloi’d; l.arl Taylor, Stratton; F. W. 
Thompson, Eden; Fred A. Willis, Bath; 
Benj. J. Woodward, Dover.
Megantic Club.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Jones of Strong 
will run the Megantic Club House at 
Lake Megantic again this year. They 
expect to start May 15.
New Advertisements.
Camp for sale.
Coon dog for sale.
Wanted.
Steamboat for sale.
Laflin & Rand Powder Co.
E. I. DuPont Co.
York’s Camp, J. Lewis York, Prop. 
Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.
ing some surprise that we had experi- when a battle royal ensues.
°  , , , , , K One s path constantly leads through
eneed so much trouble when there was scenes of new interest; and w’hether 
so much litei’atux’e to tell u - just what paddling in the canoe or trailing through 
to do. Evidently from their standpoint the woods t^iere are nature studies,—
it was impossible to look in any direc- tre s^> flowers, bixxls, insects in every 
.,, . . . .  vanety tempt the nature-loving mind,
tion without their gaze oeing intercept- One may explore a new lake or trail 
ed by this most delightful and complete each day, climb a mountain for the fine 
; book; but from our side it occupied but fishing in the pond at the top, or take
a small space upon the horizon, scarcely i?>13 guide and extend his tour to the . v , * .. . J Penobscot s East or West branch, ox-
large enough to attract the eye. wherever his fancy dictates; alw-ays
It was now but a simple matter to returning to a good bed, which, aftei- a 
write to the proprietors of the various weeb sleeping upon poetic, but not
alw-ays comfortabl 
a delight in itself.
IWUO A o  “ Jr X------------7 ----------------
camps; and, selecting the answer that al^ ! u C° ™ T ^ le’ balsam bon£hs’ is
seemed the most intelligent, with the 
addition of a letter from the head of a 
commercial house in Boston recommend­
ing the region about Schoodic and Se- 
bois lakes, we packed our “ duffle- 
bags”  and set forth from New York by 
rail at noon for BangOr and early the 
next morning arrived at Schoodic sta­
tion having accomplished in 21 hours 
what formerly required weeks of hard
“  V r u f -  I  \ / P  M  of nature at its best, Il  1 L i ^  V C7/ have t0 Qffcr what js be_
yond question the most beautiful, and in every way, most desirable parcel of land
on the shores of Rangeley Lake. The property in question (about 42 acres in
all I is the well known point on the Southern Shore of that lake directly opposite to, 
and looking down upon “  Maneskutuk ”  the island paradise of Mr. Frederick s ! 
Dickson, of Philadelphia. I shall be pleased to send a circular with full details^ 
and price to anyone desiring to investigate this opportunity to secure a property 
without a rival on the shores of Rangeley Lake,
Address J. W. BRACKETT, Phillips, Maine
Some may consider the woods in the 
close season dull and stupid; but we 
found no close season. Have you ever 
hunted big game with the camera, test­
ing your knowledge of the feeding- 
ground, habits and hours o f the moose 
or deer? Or surprised Bruin in the red 
raspberry patch? I f you have, then 
there is no close season to you; nor does 
the rifle claim supremacy in the hunters 
outfit-
Then, too, the people one meets in the 
woods are worth while: Generals of tlxe 
army, leaders of finance, professors, 
physicians, lawyers, clergymen, tx-avel- 
lers, enliven the camp-fire with convei’- 
sation that would render attractive the 
most select salons or dinner tablds. 
And the women, too, have the air of 
old campaigners,—are able to discuss 
the better fly, the more interesting 
trail, and in the ease and comfort of 
woods clothes, handle a paddle quite as 
skillfully as the men.
Vacation days like these are over all 
too soon; but not so with their memories. 
Many are the winter nights one sits be­
fore the fire and lives over again days 
past. And after a test of two summers 
far from tiring of the same places, w-e 
are happy in the thought that upon a 
o f laipoint nd commanding a fine view 
of lake, forest and mountain, we are 
building our own camp, where we ex­
pect to spend a part of each year’s 
vacation.—Rev. Chas E. Bnigler, Port 
Chester, N. Y., In the Maine Woods.
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SPO R T SM E N ’S SU P P L IE S  SPO RTSM EN ’S SU P PLIE S
Is It Reliable ?
At St. Joseph, Mo., March 23, 
24 and 25, Mr. Fred Gilbert broke 
196 ex 200 on each day.
Is It Uniform ? 
DUPONT SMOKELESS.
SPO RTSM EN ’S SU P PLIE S SPO R T SM EN ’S SU P PLIE S
I S  T H E  B R A N  D
OF
A M M U N I T I O N
Which has attained Popularity
Because of Superiority.
Manufactured by
UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY, 
Lowell, Mass., U. S. A.
Linas to an Automobilist.
N , (With Apologies.)
Break, break, break,
Some other man’s face with glee.
Or shatter his collar bone if you will 
But, please, don’t run over me.
O, woe is the farmer’s boy 
As he shouts with his sister at play,
But the chaffeur darts from a cloud of dust, 
And carries a leg away.
O, woej s  the man who drives,
Where the automobilist sweeps;
His horse butts into the wayside wall,
And smashes the cart for keeps.
And the big machine goes on 
A-kiting over the hill.
But, oh, for the touch of a vanished hand,
And the sound of a voice that is still.
Break, break, break,
W hate’er in your path you see;
But an arm and an ear and a horse that is dead. 
Will never come back to me.
—The Sportsman.
GAY BACK FROM FLORIDA.
A Hunting Trip.
My promise to remain absolutely 
quiet and do exactly as I was bidden, 
won for me the coveted permission to 
accompany my father, a friend and a 
typical hunting guide o f the. north coun- j 
try on a deer hunt up the famed Magal-; 
loway river.
The guide assured my father that the ; 
ideal deer hunt not only took place upon 
the darkest night available but that the 
real sportsman preferred a canoe and 
“ jack”  lantern. Naturally we assented 
and the appointed night and hour found 
us dressed in hunting garb with the 
usual array of guns, knives and cart­
ridges of various sizes.
The canoe was a slight, graceful lit­
tle structure almost too delicate for its 
burden. Stowing away aforesaid lug­
gage we seated ourselves exactly as our 
guide directed, “ once for all”  as he 
said for we must needs remain motion­
less throughout the expedition and 
there was likely to be exciting sport at 
once.
In the tiny prow my father lay flat 
upon his stomach, his trusty Winchester 
• aimlessly pointed into the darkness like 
a sombre sentinel. As yet our only 
prospect was an unusually dark night, 
so dark in fact that our unmasked jack 
penetrated only a small area o f the 
blackness around us and illumining the | 
quietly lapping waters o f the far famed 
Magalloway before us.
Methinks the wild pounding of my 
heart could be heard far into the forests 
on either side of the river. The still­
ness at length became unbearable and I 
believe I should have cried out in the 
very agony o f suppressed excitement, 
had I not summoned every particle of 
will power I possessed. I had pro­
nounced symptoms of buck fever. I 
wondered, too, what could be the state 
o f conflicting emotion in my appai'ently 
calm and motionless companions. I 
could not believe they remained un­
moved by the surrounding conditions; 
but I was young and decided that that 
fact alone might account for my 
strange and not altogether pleasant 
condition.
Although I was so excited that time 
could not pass monotonously, it seemed 
o f interminable‘length before the actual 
climax was reached. The guide was 
famous and his manner of propelling 
the canoe did not deter from his repu­
tation. It was a perfect masterpiece of 
skill. “ Feather paddle”  as it is fam­
iliarly known was frolic to him, and 
with seeming ease he propelled the 
craft up the stream with great rapidity 
not once withdrawing the paddle from 
the water.
The stroke consists o f dipping the 
paddle to a depth o f possibly six inches 
to a foot, pulling a short, powerful 
stroke at this depth, then bringing the 
paddle to very nearly the surface o f the 
water, turning or “ feathering”  it for a 
short distance and then repeating the 
first movement. It is very difficult but 
when once acquired, one is able to pad­
dle a canoe with rapidity and ease, 
thereby avoiding the tell tale dripping ; 
of water from the paddle, a canoe ap­
proaching connot be heard at a distance
T A X ID E R M IS T S
of six feet away.
At length our tired patience was re­
warded, we were skirting the tall grass 
along the shore, avoiding contact lest 
we disturb the stillness, when that fu­
rious snort which is characteristic of a 
large buck, a cross between a blow and 
snort and whistle. It tended largely to 
bring us to a realizing state of con­
sciousness. Two magnificent e y e s  
gleamed in the darkness. This is the 
supreme moment when the novice is 
seized with “ buck fever”  and is struck 
dumb and motionless. Not so with my 
father. The great buck was motionle s 
too. Fascinated by the light, he forgot 
his own safety.
The guide leaned far over my father 
and whispered “ steady! aim exactly be­
tween the eyes, ’ ’ a report, and the 
great monarch of the forest dropped 
lifeless with a great splash into the 
shallow water. —H. J. D. in Berlin In­
dependent.
IMPROVES TARGET PRACTICE.
N A S H  O F  M A I N E ,
Licensee Taxi
x W A Y ,  - MAI NE.
Branch at Haines Landing May to i 
October 20. Gold Medal on both Fish 
and Game at World’s Fair, St. Louis, j 
Inventor o f the .farhous Mezzo style ( 
of mounting fish.
Houlton Company Owns and Uses the In­
genious Device.
A device of which every member o' 
Co. L.f N. G. S. M., feels proud, is the 
sub-target gun purchased by them 
about one year ago. This company 
was the first one in the state to pur­
chase one of the guns, having bought 
it March 29, 1904 at a cost of $250.
Before securing the gun the mem­
bers of the militia when desiring to 
practice were obliged to walk about 
two miles out of town to the shooting 
range. Now when the members of the 
company are desirous of trying their 
eye and nerve on hitting the bull’s-eye 
thev may do the same by walking to 
the armory. With this great advan­
tage the members of Co. L devote more 
time to practice and it is safe to say 
t.iat their good shooting in previous 
contests is due largely to the sub-target 
gun.
The machine weighs about 250 pounds 
and is a model device in itself It con­
sists of a cast iron base, the head, with 
carriage,*'counter-balance and mecha­
nism and the rifle attached to the car­
riage. Housed in the base are four 
cells of common dry battery with leads 
to a plug receptacle, furnishing the 
connection to the head. The head con­
sists of a cast iron barrel about four 
inches in diameter containing at the 
fore end a powerful magnet, the arma­
ture of which throws the sub-target 
carried against a steel needle when the 
firing-pin is released and the circuit is 
closed. It is accurately adjusted on 
the base with reference to the tar­
get, by locked vertical and ho ison- 
tal screws and when in use by the 
marksmen may be instantly adjusted 
to compensate for the variation and 
faults o f eyesight o f each individual. 
This compensation is obtained by means 
o f elevating and lateral motion screws 
that are pitched to secure angular vari­
ations o f the line o f sight, these varia­
tions being reduced to graduations of 
two dials corresponding in terms of 
yards to the rear sight—legal markings 
for elevation and in terms of points to 
the windage markings. As the ma­
chine is intended primarily for use in­
doors, where, it is assumed in the great 
majority o f cases, at least, 20 yards 
will be available, the 200-yard target is 
reduced to one-tenth for an objective 
target, and the recording or sub-target 
and the various mechanical movements 
are correctly plotted and accurately 
constructed with this decimal ratio as 
a basis.
A Guaranteed Cure For Piles.
Itching-, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles. 
Your druggist will refund money if Pazo Oint­
ment fails to cui’e you in six to 14 days. 50 cts.
■‘Realization.”
Someone has said that anticipation is 
better than realization. That may or 
may not be so, but the fact remains, 
the anticipation o f a trip of several 
days or weeks of fishing is surely very 
enjoyable and then when the long 
looked for day of departure arrives the 
pleasure is heightened by the fact that 
the event is really on. One may say, 
“ Oh, we do not anticipate”  very much 
concerning our fishing trip. Some pec- 
j pie do nbt anticipate anything. They 
: seem to be lacking in that part of their 
nature that adds so much of real pleas­
ure to this prosaic life o f ours. But be 
that as it may, we anticipate a great 
deal of pleasure from our trips.
Only a few evenings ago we were 
talking of our trip next May, 1905, an­
ticipating the pleasure we would have 
fishing in places that we have never 
visited before, but the reputation of 
which is remarkably good.
All last spring we were anticipating 
the pleasure we would have when the 
time came to pack our grips and start 
on our annual fishing trip “ down in 
Maine. ”
When we first began to look over our 
rods and tackle, the starting day 
|. eemed a long way off, but, like “ rent 
I day,”  it came in due time and found us 
on board the old “ Kennebec ’ bound for 
Gardiner, Me. It was a beautiful a f­
ternoon when we started and quite as 
’ pleasant an evening -and if one is ever
in the mood to enjoy all that is enjoy­
able in the ocean, sky and moon, it is 
on the eve of departure for a fishing 
trip.
The harbor with^all its old familiar 
scenes, seemed to take on a new inter­
est and the lights along the “ North 
Shore”  never seemed brighter. The 
evening passed very quickly as we sat 
watching the twinkling lights along the 
horizon. Somehow I always feel pretty 
much at home on the Kennebec, and so 
when I had gone to my room it seemed 
only a few minutes when I heard a rap 
on the next door and -some one say, 
“ Get up for Bath.”  Have you ever 
sailed up the Kennebec river on a 
bright spring morning, when all Nature 
seems to be teeming with new life and 
the hills are green with the newly 
grown grass? One may travel thou­
sands of miles visiting places o f renown 
in the Old World only to discover right 
at home beauties of scenery unsur­
passed by anything else in the world.
In due time we arrived at Gardiner 
and were met by the man who was to 
pi’ovide us with home and food during 
our stay at “ Cobbsee, ”  for we still 
have faith in old “ Cobbsee”  now, 
though we must admit that it is not as 
strong as it used to be. The seven 
miles ride to the Outlet is a most de­
lightful one and as we had made it sev­
eral times before we felt just a little 
acquainted with the big barns and 
stone fences en route, if not with the 
people.
John was waiting to greet us on ar­
rival and said he had expected us hours 
earlier, for he declared he had heard 
the old Kennebec whistle “ early in the 
morning.”  John has remarkable ears 
as well as eyes. About -his eyes I ’ ll 
tell you later. ”
Immediately after dinner, and it was 
a good one, we started out on the lake 
for togue or trout, but it was a day 
when both togue and trout had had as 
good a dinner as we, and the only fish 
we got was a fair-sized pickerel, al­
though John declared it was a bass till 
he saw the long head coming.
The next morning we started early 
and “ dinnered out.”  All fishermen 
who may read this will understand 
what that means, but to realiy enjoy 
the dinner you ought to have John 
cook it, for he is a past master in the 
art of serving fish in camp.
A t  first we thought we were not go- 
; ing to have any fish for dinner, but we 
managed to get some bass —we kept 
1 none shorter than 13 inches—and when 
i they Were served—“ Well, don’t say a 
j word. ”  We had gone ashore on one of 
! the many islands and then found a place
where the fish were cooked, coffee 
made and served. The thoughts of 
that repast, fit for a king, makes me 
hungry now. We ate so much we did 
not care to start fishing again until we 
had rested awhile.
Then we met with a little cove that 
seemed just teeming with bass, and, 
securing enough for our immediate 
needs, we went back to our place of 
refuge and a good supper and a good 
night’s rest. The next afternoon we 
| came from the lake early, John sug- 
| gesting that we try the trout in the 
j river, below the1' dam; so, as John was
I authority on all fishing matters, about 
i 4 o ’clock we went down to the dam. 
There was considerable water going 
| through the slu ces, but in the eddies 
j between the sluices we could see new 
and then over the flat rocks large fish, 
and John said they were trout. We 
had seen fish before look just as these 
fish did, that were not trout and told 
John so, but he stoutly maintained they 
were trout, and we were as sure they 
were not trout. However, baiting a 
hook with a small bunch of worms and 
| heavily weighting the line, after sev- 
! eral attempts we got the hook close to 
1 the head of one of the fish and it not 
| only did not move, but took worm, hook 
and all in its mouth and in another rno- 
i ment I was trying to get it near the 
| edge of the stream so John could take 
off a fair sized sucker and I ’m still 
wondering if John thought there was 
one at the end of the rod, as well as t 
the end of the line. At any rate, al­
though not happy, he will not say a 
! word. As we had all of that kind we 
wanted we took off the heavy trace and 
sinker and putting on a single leader 
and small hook, we coaxed about 150 
feet of line down the current, when a 
little tug said something had “ caught 
j  on. ”  It acted like a trout, but a closer 
inspection showed it to be a “ chub,”
' so we shook him off and tried again, 
and the line had gone 50 feet when an- 
i other fish had taken the worm, and 
again we reeled in till just below us we 
saw a beauty trout of nearly a pound 
weight. We fished here nearly an hour 
and got some nice trout and several 
chubs, and then, with our trout chubs 
and suckers, though we only got one 
out of the water, we went back to our 
hotel to as good supper as hungry fish- 
: ers ever sat down to.
The next day John took us out into 
the country for brook trout. He knew 
a stream upon whose bank no wild tyne 
grew, but, laying prone on the ground, 
the young lady of the party pulled half 
a dozen beauties out of a littie pool al- 
: most as fast as she could drop her hook 
into it.
John said he had kept that in reserve 
for her especial fishing, and it was 
great sport for the young lady.
Our walk back seemed ever so much 
longer than the walk out, but we 
i reached our refuge in due time, ar.d 
after a goochdinner were ready for the 
lake again.
And right here I want to say a word 
for our guide and our hostess at the 
hotel. You may hunt Maine all over 
and you won’ t find a larger hearted, 
more willing or efficient guide in every 
way than John, nor will you find a more 
J. appetizing table to sit down to or bet­
ter beds on which to rest your tired 
body than the ones Mrs. Pinkham gives 
you. As I said in the beginning, we 
had anticipated great pleasure in this 
trip and our stay at this time was near­
ly ended, but I can say truthfully that 
; we had realized all we had anticipated. 
It is not often so, but this trip was an 
! exception, for we had most delightful 
weather, were well taken care of and 
got as many fish as we could use, and
S last, but not least, it was not an ex­
pensive trip, and that of itself is a 
pleasure. If you care for the address 
of John or Mrs. Pinkham write to the 
National Sportsman. You will receive 
all the information asked for.—Na­
tional Sportsman.
Sport Galore In Winter Where He Has 
Been the Past Winter.
Mr. E. G. Gay of Clear Water Pond 
I Camps, near Farmington, returned to 
the Camps last Saturday. He has been 
i with Hotel Belleview of Belleair, on 
the west coast of Florida. Hotel Belle- 
| view is one of the Plant System hotels 
! and Mr. Gay says it is ne of the most 
beautiful places he has ever seen. He 
claims that the west coast of Florida is 
superior in that it has no insect pests 
and there is always a breeze from the 
gulf. Mr. Gay had charge of all o f the 
hooting, boating, sailing, fishing, in 
fact, ail of the outdoor sports. The 
nearest town to the Belleview is Clear­
water. Mrs. Gay and their daughter, 
Hattie, wei’e in Florida this winter at 
St. Petersburg. Mrs. Gay was ill all 
winter. She and Miss Hattie are in 
Boston and will be at Clear Water 
Camps soon.
Mr. Gay has with him a young man 
from Florida, J. B. Russell, who never 
saw any snow or ice until he saw them 
out of tl>e Maine Central cars in Maine.
Mr. Gay has made arrangements with 
the transportation companies to sell 
tickets and check baggage direct to 
Clear Water pond, Allen’s Mills.
Just 27 minutes after the season of 
open time on the Penobscot, a beauti­
ful silver sided buck salmon weighing 
21 pounds 4 12  ounces, was gasping in 
the bottom o f the first boat on the pool 
at Bangor,
A Portland exchange says: “ Immense 
flocks of wild geese are passing over 
every day. A resident of Cape Eliza­
beth said" he saw one flock flying north­
ward. He counted 52 birds in the flock 
all following one big leader.”
W A N TS. FO R S A L E , ETC.
Price i cent a word each insertion* 
CaSh with order.
W ANTS.
wA N T E D .—One good foxhound, 1 1-2 years old. Price $10.00. W . E. Denny, Franklin, N. Y .
UUarted position as chef for general sporting 
’ ’ vcu.>ip- by mar. of e>:uerier.ee. References fur­
nished. Wendell P. Williams, Bloomfield, Vt.
"VJAN TED . —35 cents in stamps for the best 
”  Bass Spinner on the market. H. R. Kent, 
Grand Ledge, Mich.
IXTAN TED.—1 would like to buy or rent a cheap 
”  place, or build on some place wnere I could 
spend a part of the fall hunting small game. 
James W . North, 133 State St., Augusta, Me.
U U A N T E D .—Several bear cubs in good healthy 
”  condition. State weight, age and lowest 
cash price when answering. Address, George B. 
MacLean, 100 Milam St., Houston, Texas.
r A M P  TO L E T .—Furnished hunting camp for 
^  rent. No better country for big deer in Maine. 
Camps will accommodate large party. Frank 
Chick, Franklin Co., Madrid, Me.
A N T E D .— A  woman to do cooking and general 
’ ’  housework at Rangeley, Maine, six weeks in 
June and July. Six in family. Address, stating 
terms and references. K. Maine Woods, Phillips, 
Maine. *,
FO R SA L E .
/"LAMP FOR S A L E .—A public fishing and hunt- 
! ing camp in a desirable location—a money- 
j maker for sale. J. W . Brackett, Phillips, Me.
T IVE BROOK TROUT of all sizes for stocking 
! streams. Guaranteed delivered in good condi- 
! tion. Chas. R. Doten, Chiltonville, Mass.
p O R  S A L E .— Five male, two female, full blooded 
| * IS1 bull terrier pups. For prices address, O. W .
I Williamson, New Portland, Me,
C T E A M B O A T —26x5 1-2 feet, speed 12 miles per 
^  hour. Payne engine, Estey boiler, burns coal 
or wood. Has been used as private boat and is in 
fine order. J. W . Perry & Son, Lewiston, Me.j ---------------------------------------------------------
p O R  S A L E ,—An extra good coon dog. Will sell 
1 cheap if taken at once. Got 11 coons with 
him last fall. Will give good reasons for selling. 
E. M. Baker, 126 High St., Station A , So. Gard­
ner, Mass.
p O R S A L E .—In the Rangeley Lake region of 
1 Maine—A  fine camp, fully furnished, ice house 
(filled), store house and boat house; power launch 
Ixiats, canoes, etc., etc. Best location in the sec­
tion. Will be sold at a bargain. For particulars, 
etc., address Chas. T. Beebe, New London, Conn.
(1ASO LEN E LA U N C H  FOR S A L E .-A  new. 
u  first-class gasolene Launch built May last, by 
Thomas Stone of Swampscott, Mass., was on exhi­
bition at Horticultural Hall at Automobile Show, 
used only two weeks, 20 ft. long, 4 ft. 6 in. wide, 
Sagamore Engine 2 1-2 horse power, 3 blade pro­
peller, decks finished in mahogany, brass rails, oak 
finish, canvas cover batteries, cradle oars and 
tools, price $350. Net cash, F. O. B., Greenville, 
Me. Can be seen at Camp Waumbeck, Sugar Is­
land, Moosehead Lake, Maine, after Aug. 22 or 
communicate with owner, Geo. H. Rimbach, Prop. 
Crawford House, Boston, Mass., only reason for 
selling is, that a larger boat is desired.
To Cure a Cold In One Day
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All drug­
gists refund the money if it fails to cure. W . W . 
Grove’s signature is on each box. 25c.
tIO T E L  FOR S A L E .—During the past winter 
and spring we had letters from several hotel 
men who wanted information in regard to paying 
hotel property that could be purchased. W e  
couldn’t name the right place then; now we can. 
W e know of a hotel that can be bought at a low 
price, considering its capacity for earning money,
I and the cost of the hotel and stables, it is locat­
ed better for making good money all the year 
’ round than any other hotel in the same county. 
W e are thoroughly conversant with the conditions 
surrounding this very desirable hotel property 
and we solicit correspondence in regard to it. A d ­
dress the J. W.^Brackett Company, Phillips, Me.
August 9, 1904.
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Maine W oods solicits communications and fish 
and game photographs from its readers.
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Maine Woods Information Bureau gives infor­
mation on Summer Resorts and Fishing and 
Shooting. Boston office, 147 Summer St., with 
Boston Home Journal.
This Edition of Maine Woods 5,550. 
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N ever brag of the fish you bought.
Our readers will note by reading the 
article in another column from the pen 
of Dr. George McAleer of Worcester, 
that that gentleman has lost none of his 
lively way of saynig things. He is still 
sorry that Maine has a non-resident 
license law.
W e have an enquiry in regard to the 
present law regulating the fishing on 
certain streams in Salem and Freeman 
that have for the past two years been 
closed to fishing excepting three days 
in the week. The last legislature, on 
petition of G. W. Harris and 85 others, 
opened those streams to fishing every 
day during open season. This new reg­
ulation does not, however, affect any 
stream within the limits of the town of 
Strong.
Smelting  In the Spring is the title 
of an article to be published in Maine 
W oods next week. It was written by 
John B. Martin of Rumford Falls. We 
will also publish in the next issue a 
complete list o f the fovert fire war 7ens of 
Maine. Next we -k we will also pub­
lish another poem by William Wood of 
Bridgton entitled, “ Some of Nature’s 
Voices.’ ’ Those who read “ Pleasant 
Mountain’ ’ by the same author in this 
issue will enjoy it.
The “ Eastern Maine Practical Guide”  
is the title of a very neat little book of 
which Albert Rollins is the author. It 
describes in more or less detail several 
of the popular sections in Eastern 
Maine and is handsomely illustrated.
Free copies of vthis book can be ob­
tained by applying in person to the 
Maine Central Railroad’ the Washing­
ton County Railroad and the Boston & 
Maine Railroad at their City Ticket 
Office in Boston. From Mr. L. F. To- 
bie, Calais, Me., and Mr. F, E. Booth- 
by, Portland, Me., by sending five cents 
in stamps.
An exchange says: The rumor is 
again around, especially at Wiscasset, 
that the Wiscasset, Waterville & 
Farmington railroad, the narrow gauge 
line that extends from Winslow to the 
coast, is about to pass into the hands of 
the Somerset railway, that line in 
which ex-Gov. Hill and Hon. William 
T. Haines are largely interested, and 
that in the near future connections will 
be made with the Canadian Pacific and 
an opportunity afforded for that big 
trans-continental road to secure most 
excellent terminal facilities for its big 
export business. In considering the 
points in Wiscasset’s favor as a winter 
port, it is mentioned that the harbor at 
that place was the only important one 
along the whole Maine coast that was 
not, temporarily at least, impeded by 
ice. ___________________________
Fish Committee of Wakefield.
J. C. H artshorne  of Wakefield, 
Mass., is author of a very interesting 
document which purports to be the 30th 
annual report of the fish committee of 
Wakefield. It seems that a pond or 
two near Wakefield have been closed to 
fishing and the fish committee objects. 
We are pleased to inform onr readers, 
however, that the w1 ole thing is not 
devoted to objections, as witness:
“ Now we believed that fishing ‘is the wisest, 
virtuousest, discreotest and best sport ever sport­
ed,’ and that he or she who takes, a month off in 
.the open, can do more and better work in eleven 
months than in twelve. 'Let us make the best of 
the time yet allotted to us and regain and retain 
what of youth is possible.—let us go a-fishing.’
And again:
t h e  r e c o r d .
Life is a  fish-rod 
Therefore you should know.
Where to anchor, how to cast and throw, 
Get thee, then, a safe boat—
Learn.'.to row.
Due apologies a>- made to Dr. Henry 
Van Dyke and then the author throws 
in the following:
H AR D  LINES.
“ A fishy old fisher named Fisher,
Fished fish from the edge of a fissure.
A Cod, with a grin.
Bulled the fisherman iri,
Now they’re fishing the fissure for Fisher."
A Young Angler.
Cliflon Philbrick, aged 12 years, re­
cently caught a trout 12 inches long in 
the brook at Leed’s Junction, Maine.
A Fish Story.
In Dyer’s Corner once lived two girls 
W ho with rod and line were winners,
And many a salmon and game trout 
From lake and brook have the pair pulled out, 
(W ith never a thought of their crimps and curls,) 
To cook for impromptu dinners.
Now one had a love for Auburn lake,
And there I have often caught her.
While the other preferred some shady nook,
By a quiet pool in a woodland brook,
Where the speckled trout would leap, and break 
The mirrored calm of the water.
And lately the twain have told a lie,
A  fishy tale and a clever,
A  tale that would make poor Jonah weep 
With envy, and plunge again in the deep.
To saddle and bridle another whale 
Or die in the mad endeavor.
The first declares that she lately caught 
A forty and nine-pound “ sammon”
But she can’t catch me with yarns like that.
And I told her straight, and 1 told her flat,
That on my word as a scribe I thought 
Her catch was only Gammon.
The other avers with rod and line 
She has hooked what no other soul took 
One day of late while casting about 
In search of a certain wary trout 
(Remember this story is hers, not mine,)
By Jove she landed a H O L—BROOK!
This tale I’ ve told in a rambling way|
Has a smack of James and Peter,
Who fished till the right man came, and then 
Were straightway changed to fishers of men,
And thus it is with the girls they say.
Doubtless the game is sweeter.
— ‘ ‘Troublesome. ’ ’
Lobster Lake.
In the summer o f 1879 I had escaped 
from the insolence, exaction and bull­
dozing of two guides in our camp on 
one of the wildest mountain ranges in 
British Columbia, These ruffians had 
finally been covered by pistols, com­
pelled to break camp and return to 
Field on the Canadian Pacific railway. 
Even then, it took an actual arrest, 
backed by two officers, to stop their 
demands for excess money over the 
amount which they had agreed to pay 
($4.50 a day each,) and which had ! een 
! deposited with a Field merchant before 
they took us into the mountains.
Disgusted and full of wrath and dis­
appointment, we came east to spend a 
few days at Moosehead lake. Of 
course it was an easy drift from Kineo 
over the Northeast carry ar. the upper 
part of Moosehead to the Penobscot 
river and thence by canoe up Lobster 
creek, where we camped on a beach. 
And there we found full forgetfulness 
and compensation for what we had 
suffered at the hands and tongues of 
guides in the far west.
A good guide means comfort, ease and 
delight in a camp; a bad one means dis- 
! comfort, hunger, repulsion, exposure 
and abandonment of a camp. And 
Jhow well that Maine guide knew this, 
and worked for us! He placed his 
beds of spruce twigs on pole benches 
each side of the tent; wh r. we rose 
from those beds, " e did not have to 
rise as if lying prone on an office floor. 
Ther were pins sticking beside our 
little mirrors; and wash basins, towels 
and soap and mitts and mixtures fov 
protectin hands, necks and faces from 
| the bites of the mosquitoes and black 
flies and sand gnats; th- re were wire 
nettings on each side of the tent to se­
cure good air, even when it was tightly 
closed all night; a rustic table and 
choirs, hammocks made quickly with 
ropes and withes, and more spruce 
boughs! A dry path across a swampy 
place n one side of the tent was se­
cured by means of fine rush laid along 
the wa k way. And this Maine man 
baked potatoes, pork and beans, and 
bread in the g round, using two kettles; 
and hot biscuits were made with the 
tin “ reflector”  ove . There were 
berry puddings, some wild honey and 
j cushions for the seats of our fis ing 
| boat. Then that guide apologized for 
it all, promising to do much better the 
following week.
Grateful memories of how he spoiled 
us with delicious coffee an 1 venison re­
main vivid after over 25 year*. When 
we wanted a drink of water, as we ate 
off rhe cozy table under the he ter 
tent back of our canvas sleeping tent, 
he was not sa.isfied if the water had 
been taken from the spring for over 
five minutes. And he established a 
curfew after 10 o ’clock each night; his 
party must not have their sleep dis­
turbed. No doubt our recollections of 
the loveliness that forever broods over 
that clear, green water jewel of Maine 
are far more grateful because, as we 
lunched daily on the point of the little 
peninsula that extends into the lake 
! from the south, as f  in v ry love of 
| the pellucid water, this guide, philoso­
pher and friend performed marvels in 
I cookin , stunts. Birchbaik plates and 
drinking cups were made in a few m - 
ments Irom what he took from a tree 
light at band. Venison was broiled on 
coals and kept hot on a heated half o f a 
section from a birch log. Those were 
our 1 st days in the camp—early Oc to- 
b e '. And he km w how to cut. and 
fashion a long wooden fork from the 
crotched stem of an alder bush, and to 
spit the lake trout on it, pushing them 
close together • ntil a dozen w« re held 
by the big prongs put through heads 
and tails, and then to hold those sea-
SPO RTSM EN ’S D IR E C T O R Y.
CAM P SUPPLIES for sportsmen, carefully 
packed for transportation. Send for prices.
S. S. Pierce Co., Tremont and Beacon Sts., Boston.
A SK  FOR free catalogue of W itch-Elk Hunting 
Boots. They always please. Witchell Sons & 
Co., Ltd., Detroit, Mich.
R A N G E L E Y  L A K E  COTTAGE LOTS. Very  
desirable. Rangeley Cottage Co. Enquire of H. 
M. Burrows, Rangeley Lake House, Rangeley, or 
J. W . Brackett, Phillips, Me. *i
Lafiin &  Rand Powders
Win all Amateur Averages at 
Omaha, Neb., on March 20, 21 
and 22.
1st, H. G. Taylor Meckling. S. 
n., 561 ex 600, shooting E. C.
2nd, C. M. Powers, Decatur, 1 1 1 ., 
558 ex 600. Shooting Schultze.
3rd Albest Olsen, Cedar Bluffs, 
la., 557 ex 600, Shooting Schultze.
Laflin & Rand Powder Co.,
New York City.
H O T ELS AND CAM PS
Fly Fishing
Every Day in the Season at
King and Bartlett Lake
—  AND —
Spencer Stream Camps.
50,000 acres of fishing and hunting preserve is 
controlled here. Moose, deer and small game are 
abundant. Many brooks, lakes and ponds fur­
nish fly fishing, where trout and salmon rise to 
the fly every day in the season. Log cabins are 
situated ' on the different lakes and ponds and 
twenty camps on King and Bartlett lake furnish 
hospitality to the man who fishes and shoots. 
For circulars'and further information address
H AR R Y M. PIERCE,
Spencer, -  -  Maine.
Farmington, Maine, until May 15.
H O T ELS AND  CAM PS.
Via Rangeley. FISHING. 
Come to York's Camps
for Fishing. It is the place. Satis­
faction guaranteed. Best references 
furnished.
J  L E W IS  Y O R K , - Rangeley, Me.
Do You Ever
G O  F I S H I N G
B IL L Y  SO U LE’S?
Haines Landing, Maine.
P ick ford 's  Cam ps.
Only Public Log Camps on the famous Range- 
ley Lake. Ten individual log camps. All guests 
eat in main camp. Special inducements given to 
families for the season. An ideal place for chil­
dren. No hay fever. Fishing unsurpassed in 
spring and fall. For circulars and reference
H E N R Y  E. PICKFO RD , Rangeley Lakes, Maine,
Spring Lake, a c c i d e n t a l  s h o o t i n g
In the Dead River Region IN t h e  g a m e  s e a s o n ,
soned fish over the coals and roast them 
! to a nicety. Delicious? Just the mem 
ory of those fish makes me hungry. 
And he was sure to inspect our cloth- 
i ing and put amp garments where they 
; would dry, turning them and hanging 
them away in the tent when in proper 
condition. Think o f our having all this 
after the bullying worthlessness of 
those British Columbia outlaws!
And this was before the Maine laws 
prevented any one but a gentleman of
f ood charact r and efficiency in camp rom securing a license as a guide. 
Now his efficiency in the woods is sur­
prising. He can easily care for three 
| sportsmen, the law allowing him to 
take charge of not more than five. He 
will show them where the moose has 
is lair, and the trout, salmon and 
togue have their hiding places. In the 
streams right near Lobster lake he wil. 
show the best pools, and what parts of 
them should be fished first, and how to 
approach them with least risk of fright- 
. ening the fish. In short, for even one 
angler and camper, the uniquely effi­
cient Maine guide is a 1 but indispensa­
ble there. For a party of three or 
four, he is vitally necessary to their 
comfort, and the establishment of 
pleasant memories of sport after they 
are far away from the camp fires that 
i he understands and watches so well. A 
Mail e guide will bo l coffee on a fire 
not larger around than an ordinary 
drinking glass.
Almost a fourth of Maine’s whole 
area has been swept from time to time 
by great forest fires—largely by reason 
o tPe car lessness o f sp. rtsmen whom 
the law did not compel to be in charge 
of guides.
A vital attraction of Lobster lake is 
its handsome and ea ily traversed 
beaches. One o f 1he best fights the 
writer ever had with a square-tailei 
trout was on the beach close by where 
he had pitched his tent. No fish were 
rising to flies. It was a cold, raw fore- 
| noon. Winds were pouncing in cat’s- 
paws and gusts down to the water, 
gathering force unt 1, as they blew 
from that shore, there was a hurry and 
turmoil < f  waves and curling white- 
caps. From a point 30 feet out in the 
lake, and hip deep in the water I cast 
a sin- !e P^rmacnenee Belle fly. The 
favoring wind helped to carry the lin 
and leader far out until the fly kissed 
j the water, probably another 80 feet 
from the shore. And this lusty bull 
trout did not rise to that fly. He took 
it after it had sunk a couple o f feet be­
low the surface of the win -swept wa­
ter and just as I had started to reel in. 
Not even a cautious feel o f the hook, 
but a savage rush, and circling cross­
run, the line cutting the water. My 
i comrade yelled to the guide that I  had 
“ got a whale, ”  and to fetch the land­
ing net. The fish took out about 50 
feet of line in one of his fierce ' ushes, 
for I had to depend on the reel, and to 
use the butt of the rod, in whose relia­
bility I had small confidence. It was 
fully ten minutes before I caught eight 
of the sides o f this trout. Then, as he 
was drawn toward the shoal water, the 
guide waded out beyond him, and a
i succession of side rushes followed.
At last he made one grand leap an 
started again for deep water, a nobl 
| fish, and 1 told ihe guide to stand bac! 
and give him every chance for his life 
But he was already tired, and I pulleti 
| him back to and up on the gravel, ; 
three-pound beauty. Not even the tak 
ing of the large Beardslee, blue-blad 
trout on Crescent lake, nor the bring 
ing to gaff of an eighteen pound salmoi 
in western Newfoundland, gave me 
i more pleasure than the struggle with 
this crimson-spotted, fierce fighter oi 
Lobster lake.
But it is the environment which it 
furnishes that is far more attractive 
than even the fishing. Dawn, midday, 
sunsets, starlight glinting on the little 
. billows, evenings when its forests glass 
themselves in tne mirrors of its waters, 
Erebus darkness of stormy nights 
through which flashes from thunder 
storms show its waters lashed by wind 
I and rain, splashes of waves under moon­
light, long, graceful contours o f hills 
and shores, splendid forests, balsam 
j scents, wild flowers and birds, good 
water, purest air, excellent fishing!
I That spells Lobster lake. I have yet to 
see its mountains and the hills around 
| Pine and Deer ponds when the autumn 
colors have turned that v ilderness to 
scarlet and gold among the green 
splotches o f spruce arid pine. That is 
an experience slated for a later date.— 
L. F. Brown, New York, in the Maine 
Woods.
Best of Early Fishing for Salmon, Square Tailed 
Trout and Lake Trout that weigh from 2 to 9 
pounds. One day’s ride from Boston. Only 21-2  
miles of buckboard road. Lake 31-2 miles long.
11-2 miles wide, surrounded by mountains cov­
ered with green woods. Cabins are very pleas- | 
antly situated on the shore of this lake. Spring 
beds, new blankets and clean linen make our beds 
all that could be desired. New boats and canoes. 
Best o f stream fishing near. W e have canoe trips 
that take you by some of the grandest scenery in 
Maine, wfith good fishing all the way. Telephone 
connections at home camps with main line and 
doctor’ s office. Purest of spring water. Hay 
fever unknown. Excellent food. This is an ideal 
place to spend the summer with your family. 
Terms reasonable. Correspondence solicited.
BY JOHN FR A N C IS SP R A G U E .
The best treatise on this subject 
that has ever been published. A  
neat and attractive booklet. Sent to 
any address for 20c. Address
M A IN E WOODS,
Phillips, Maine.
JOH N C AR V ILL E , Flagstaff, Maine.
■The Wilderness Beckons1
at this season of the year, and KIN EO  is its gateway—COM E! The finest trout fish­
ing in the world, big game in plenty, a net work of lakes and streams, a wild, free, 
outdoor life in crispe pure air and glorious sunshine are its attractions. W e make a 
specialty of completely outfitting campers, campers, canoeists, fishermen and hunters. 
W rite for information
TH E M O UN T K IN E O  HOUSE, C. A. Judkins, Manager, Kineo, Maine.
The White House and The Birches.
Log Camps, The Upper Berth and The Owl.
The best appointed hotel and camps at Grand Lake, open for guests from Apr. 15 to Nov. 15. E x­
cellent table, large airy rooms, clean beds, open fires. Plenty of game, landlocked salmon, trout and 
togue. Beautiful scenery and healthful air. W rite for terms.
FRANK H. BALL, Proprietor, - Grand Lake Stream, Maine.
Anglers’ Retreat and Log Cabins
Are situated at the Outlet of Welokenn bacook Lake. Is a delightful resort 
for Sportsmen and their families.
The Trout and Salmon fishing here is unsurpassed by any in the state. The house has been thor­
oughly remodeled and enlarged, with new offices, cuisin», etc., and travelers, sportsmen and all’per- 
sor.s seeking rest and recreation will be provided with every comfort and convenience, while for those 
who prefer, I have several neat Log Cottage*, well furnished, with open fireplaces, spring beds and 
.everything that will add to the comfort and pleasure of the guest.--. Splendid accommodations for all 
and an excellent table will always be’ found hertC
The early' spring fishing is a revelation and the summer fishing never fails. The best of Fly Fish- 
ing every day in the season. This place holds the record of the largest trout taken in the Rangeley 
Lakes.
Guides and, boats always ready. This is the irost direct route between the Rangeley. Lakes and 
the White Mountain -, and rr:y Steamboats tv nnect with all trains, beats and stages. W rite for de­
scriptive circular.
Middledam,
C A P T . E . F . C O B l R N , 
Langeley Lakes, Maine.
U. T-. ■
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“ O NLY LETTERS”
A b ou t 6 0  in all, from a brother on the 
■#* other side, to on e on this,”  from  
Northern, Central and Southern Europe, 
Russia, Italy, Egypt, etc., as those lands 
were seen through eyes unconventionally 
focused. By FRANCIS I. MAULE. 
‘ ‘ O nly Letters”  is not a “ work of genius,” 
most distinctly not, and is not easily confus- 
able with books under suspicion as such, 
but society is by  no means a unit in pro­
nouncing it “ hoplessly dull." “ A bsent 
treatment”  will be furnished by mail to 
cases of aroused curiosity that send a 
$  1 .0 0  bill and 5  2-cent stamps to the 
author at 4 0 6  Sansorn St., Philadelphia.
Camp and Hotel Proprietors
Should order tht ir circulars al once. The time is fast approaching for them to 
he put into use. Maine Woods does a great deal of that class of work. Send 
in your orders early. Wre can do the work as quick as anybody, but it j,.takes 
time. J. W. t  RACK E l T CO., Phillips, Maine. f t
M A IN E WOODS, A P R IL 14, 1905.
T R A P S  AND T R A P P E R S
TK A 1'1‘ ER S. After trying other trapping m eth­
ods without success, try mine. I will show you 
the right way for a small sum.
W m . P. Townsend, W est Buxton, Me.
SPORTSMEN CALLED SELFISH.
spawning grounds, their days w ere1 seem like the echo of a toy pistol, 
numbered. Selfishness?
‘ ‘For many years agitation was con -1 “ Turn we next to the national gov- 
tinued in the legislatures of the states ernment and we see practically nothing 
of Connecticut and Massachusetts on accomplished of national importance— 
the subject of providing a suitable fish- J  inertio, indifference, selfishness.
SP O R T SM E N S SU P PLIE S SPO R TSM EN ’S SU PPLIES
DR. GEORGE MCALEER POURS 
SHOT IN ALL DIRECTIONS.
HOT
Seining In Missisquoi Bay Has Most At­
tention but Nation and Maine Have to 
Take a Little of It.
The current issue of Forest and 
Stream carries an interesting letter 
from the pen o f Dr. George McAleer of 
Worcester. It is entitled “ Selfishness 
of sentiment—which?”  and between 
the lines much more can be read than 
appears in type. Although treating 
primarily of the practice of seining fish 
in Missisquoi bay, the letter carries 
with it much of a Worcester coloring. 
His letter is:
“ Of selfishness it may be truly said 
that it is the synthesis of all that is 
mean and low in human nature. It is 
as clearly in evidence today as in the 
earlier time, when it was more frankly 
avowed and warmly defended when, as 
now, might made right and poets sang, 
‘That they should take who have the 
power, and they should keep who can. ’ 
“ The hypocrisy of the present time 
may demand that the tiger claws of 
selfishness be concealed in a velvet cov­
ering, but the painful injuries inflicted 
upon the body politic prove their repul­
sive presence and power to harm as in 
the past.
“ Just now the pernicious consequen­
ces of seining fish upon their spawning 
beds in Missisquoi bay—that portion of 
Lake Champlain that extends into the 
provinces o f Quebec—are heralded forth 
and condemnation o f an enraged public 
invited. Some of the people who are 
more directly affected and aggrieved 
throw up their hands in holy horror and 
proclaim their denunciation of the 
people who resort to this method of 
taking fish, to the world.
“ And they go further and allege that 
because these people owe allegiance to 
a different flag, they are prompted to 
do this out o f spite in a turbulent spirit 
of opposition to the interest and desires [ 
of another people; and that because 
they have votes their representatives 
in the provincial parliament will do 
nothing antagonistic to their interests, 
or to promote legislation that will be 
effectual to stop this nefarious prac- j 
tice.
“ Such sweeping changes and insinu- 
tions deserve more than a passing no­
tice, and, while I do not pose as the j 
apologist for, or the defender of, sein­
ing fish upon their spawning grounds, I 
do make bold to say that there is noth­
ing inconsistent in the practice of out 
o f harmony with the etnics of sports­
manship—not as proclaimed from the 
housetops, but as very generally prac­
ticed—and that it is not good form, nor
way m the dam, but selfishness tri­
umphed, no fishway was constructed, 
the salmon were exterminated and the 
waters that formerly knew them in 
abundance now know them no longer.
“ We may pass over in silence the 
clouds of wild pigeons that darkened 
the sun in their flight in the not long 
ago and that now are gone forever, the 
unnumbered thousands of buffalo that 
swarmed on the western plains, the 
fearful slaughter of song and insectiv­
orous birds for their plumage, the un­
ceasing warfare made upon the sea 
fowl in their winter home and during 
their spring and fall migrations.
“ The untold millions of woodcock, 
quail, grouse and other birds that fall 
before the unsatiated and insatiable 
gun of the ‘true sportsman’ and that of 
his twin brother the pot-hunter; and all, 
or nearly all, actuated by that most 
potent impelling motive—selfishness.
“ Turning from the individual to the 
game organizations—the much heralded 
and oft-repeated protective organiza­
tions, local state and national—and it 
is very apparent t h a t  the
“ Measured by the ethical standard 
generally prevailing, who will cast the i 
first stone at the fisherman of Missis­
quoi bay? And who will demand of 
them higher standards, more healthy 1 
and advanced sentiment and more re­
fined altruism than exists elsewhere?”—- 1 -------------- -
Squirrel Hunting Experiences.
Those of us whose early hunting days 
were spent in regions where only small 
game was fairly abundant had to con­
tent ourselves with excursions to the 
oak and hickory ridges beloved by the 
gray and the rarer black squirrel. It 
was no easy matter, even with a gun, 
to kill these alert fellows that would 
run five pounds a trio right along, and 
some weighed two pounds apiece.
One day I stepped from a leafy covert 
and surprised a big gray, busily cutting 
off the new walnuts from a fair-sized 
tree. He hastily scudded up the old 
machin- trunk and then began to scold. I took 
ery thereof is geared to the same dyna- a rather quick aim with my 12 gauge 
mo. The local society is not infrequent- Baker and was surprised that he did 
ly dominated by someone who has an ax „  . - T  ^ , i
to grind—possibly by some ambitious notJ f n to the g™und‘ 1 fired aga^  
iudividual who runs the gun and am- anc* this time there was no mistaking 
munition store—when it is no infrequent the well-known thud of dead game, 
sight to see him attempt to run with | A couple of shells were shoved into
the smoking tubes to “ provide against
S T I L L  S U P R E M E .
The Indoor .22 Caliber Rifle Championship of the United States
WON
WITH P E T E R S 22 SH O RT C A R T R ID G E S
A  N E W  R E C O R D .
L. P. Ittel scores 2459 out 
a possible 2500.
Second place won by Dr. A  A. 
Stillman.
Using Peters .22 Long RiPe 
Cartridges.
Third and Fourth positions a 
tie between
H. M. Pope and W. A. Tewes, 
Using Peters 22. Stevens- 
Pope Armory Cart­
ridges.
Ask For The Semi-Smokeless Kind.
Wide-awake Dealers sell Peters Goods. Up to date Sportsmen 
demand them. The makers will continue to furnish them.
T H E  P E T E R S  C A R T R ID G E  COM PANY,
New A ork : t8 Hh k j s l l e r , Manager. Cincinnati, U. S. A.
T
We
afternoon to ourselves. School kept 
only one-half day on that day. We boys 
I prevailed on the teacher to keep one 
! whole Saturday the first of March, so
the hare and howl with the hounds.
“ He tries to appear to be in favor .
with the better sentiment of the com- a remote contingency, as a famous 
munity in behalf o f game protection professor of rhetoric used to say to us
and propagation, while very careful to boys, and I went around the old tree that we miSht have the ncxt Saturday 
oppose restrictive measures looking to , after ,he game A targe limb had fal-
en from above and the grass was pret­
ty thick beneath, but, lo! there were 
two of them, and to this day I cannot 
just tell how the silver tails were shot
a shorter open season, a license on guns, 
or other measures that would limit the 
sale of guns and ammunition.
“ Not long since ih one of the most 
progressive states in the Union, it was 
proposed in the interest of greater pro­
tection to game birds, to enact legisla­
tion looking toward a diminution of
One thing is certain, they were both muzzle loaders‘ We got everything in
readiness and then went home andwarm and my own game.
My First Moose Hunt. 11 got down and we soon had the moose
used to have every Saturday dressed and then ate our lunch with
some hot tea.
We then loaded the hind quarters on 
their hand sled and rolled the hide up 
about two feet wide and put a withe 
through the nose. I hauled the hide 
and they hauled the sled.
We had gone about three miles when 
we came up to the rest of my party de­
bating which way to go. They had 
killed the moose that they found and 
rolling the hind quarters up in the hide 
had started for home with Jerry in ad-
to go moose hunting.
We got together the night before and 
fixed up our snowshoes as well as we 
could and run some lead bullets for our 
guns, which were the old fashioned
President Ax For Sportsmen.
_  John King of Oakland writes Maine  W oods as follows in regard to the
bec^ming^in those living m glasshouses ! sportsman’s ax and other sportsmen’s tools made by his company: I want the 
to hurl such unhandsome stones against 1 a* called the “ President s ax. It is just the same as the one I made for the 
those no more sinning than themselves.
dreamed of moose hunting all night. j vance. It was dark and cloudy and 
We were all up early in the morning ! they did not have a compass, so Jerry, 
and away at sunrise and were six as being a woodsman, said he could lead 
jolly boys as you will generally see. them home. His nose being crooked, 
We went about five miles onto the back he had traveled in a circle and had just 
side of Long mountain. Here we found struck his back track when we came up 
' moose tracks that were partly filled up to them.
' with snow. Our ‘fathers had told us They were mighty glad to meet us 
how to tell the way they were traveling and ask questions. Then we got start- 
-by their browsing twigs; so we soon de- ed again and soon got home with plenty 
cided that they were going around the of moose meat for the rest of the 
east end of the mountain. We soon spring. We got $10 for the two hides.
| had things arranged accordingly. That kept us in money to buy molasses
I was somewhat lame and we all and pojs corjj. You see we used to have 
agreed that I should follow along be- a party every week and our refresh- 
; hind and pick up whatever the rest left, ments were molasses candy and pop 
because it was customary, when we : corn.
I sighted the moose, to throw down pack They used to tell me that potatoes 
and coat and all heavy articles, so that and moose meat and onions were great 
jthey would not hinder the smartest brain food. —Milhnocket Journal.
man from running at his best speed. _________________________
It so happened that there were two
moose in the yard, but the boys went Maine In Summer, Jamaica In Winter, 
past one of them. He was standing at | The following items were clipped 
! one side in a thicket. When they sight- from the Hotel Titchfield Daily News 
| ed the other one, they gave a war whoop j of Port Antonio, Jamaica, B. W. I. 
and started in pursuit. The moose took w h e r e  M r . h . A. Haskell owner of
President. 1 have received an order from him since for another. The knife
for be’ 
and
is $1.75 each. These axes aud knives are made from the best of steel 
warranted. Now the Co bination fork and spoon you see in cut is
! J f fS L  aC^  I While 1 to get it adjusted, I , spcnd some tirae in Jamaiea. Mr. Boncarried in pocket or in knife sheath as shown in cut; also corkscrew a d large 
hunting knife in sheath ready for belt. The back side o f knife sheath is coated 
with fio r of emery, making a very nice whetstone and very handy for camping. 
Price for this complete outfit is $1.50. Respectfully,
JOHN KING,- Oakland, Maine.
My theory is that I killed instantly at : that they often run that way.
• H- J v i no - - t i l Ghp  Pflrlv vpars of blade is 41-2 inches long; when screwed into the ax handle it map.es the handle 
my y ou K n T ea r ly  manhood in the vi- : of the ax 15 inches long and weighs 2 pounds. Price o f this ax and knife ready 
cinity o f Missisquoi bay and being con­
versant with the facts in the case, as 
wrought, I may, without presumption, 
claim to be familiar with the question 
at issue, and I unhesitatingly pro­
nounce the motive that prompts the 
practice and withholds the remedy to 
be the same that actuates the general­
ity o f sportsmen the world over—sel­
fishness—pure, unadulterated selfish­
ness. It may be true that the tiger's 
claw is more easily discerned in seining 
fish than in some other things, but at 
bottom the velvet covering will be 
found the only difference.
“ The shelving and gravelly shore of 
Missisquoi bay is the great spawning 
bed of Lake Champlain. Here in early 
springlime gather myriads of fish from 
the deeper waters of the lake to spawn 
—a season o f the year when they re- ___ ________ ^
fuse all the legitimate overtures ot the Comity between fur and leathered lile. his silvery tail just in line with the blaz- 
most skillful disciples o f the piscatorial And this by men o f mature years, who, |. f  ,, , f d Nothing:
art-w hen it is capture them with nets while confessing themselves fox hunt- ,mg dlsk : tne fc0d 0 f y’ e
or get no fish, as^they quit the domains erSj prociaimed their interest in and ! Happened for a minute, when a squirrel 
of His Majesty Edward VII, as soon as | anxiety for the propagation and pro- slowly crept head downward to the foot 
^.ey_?Pa >Vi:- _ „ , teetion o f game birds. _ of the tree, touched his nose to the
“ Advancing a step from the individ- ground ancj keeled over on to his back, 
ual to the machinery of the state and ? ’ , , „
the rower of selfishness may be easily just as boys do on a hay mow. He was 
discerned We need cite but a couple dead when I picked him up. 
of instances, which may be accepted as j Another time I saw a gray on the
but to recall the attitude ! K>'™nd “  I » » “ * *  ca" tio“ sl*
o f the great state o f New York on the j through some heavy timber. He took 
question o f spring shooting of water- to an old stump and skulked behind it, 
fowl and the power of the Long Island while I waited for developments with 
gunners to prevent remedial legislation; th on the t> He soon got
and again the case o f the millionaire; s . ,
who legitimately buys and incloses for weary and leaped from the retreat 
his own use—selfishly if you will—ter- j when I fired. I was mre he was hit,
a circuitous route around the east end 
of the mountain with Frank and Chas. 
in his wake with the two guns. I was 
not near enough to hear them when the 
moose started and had not traveled far 
! when one of my snowshoes came off. ;
camp Winona at Long Pond is chief 
clerk for the winter:
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Bonnoy and 
Miss H. E. Bonney, whose home is in 
Brookline, Mass., arrived on the Ad­
miral Farragut on Monday last and will
their natural enemy, the fox, when lo 
and behold! down rolled an avalanche 
o f oratory that swept all before it 6n 
the ground that fox is the _ natural 
friend and protector of the innocent 
and defenseless game birds!
And it was even proclaimed that part­
ridges (ruffed grouse) sought the bur­
row of sly Reynard and made their 
nests near-by—presumably to cultivate 
his friendship and establish greater
heard a terrible crunching of snow and 
breaking of limbs, and looking the way j 
the boys went, 1 saw a sight that made j 
me wish I was back home, roasting peas j 
on the old rock hearth. The moose was j 
his back tracks. I learned later!
the first shot and the squirrel just 
slid to the ground behind the tree, 
starting up his mate which ran to the 
top and gave me mv second shot.
I once fired my old single barrel Shat- 
tuck, 12 gauge, which I still own, at a 
gray, which was between me and the 
setting sun and dazzling my eyes with
ney is well known in the business life 
of Boston as belonging to the firm of 
P. F. Bonney and Sons.
Mrs. P. F. Bonney, of Cambridge, 
Mass., who is now staying at the Titch­
field, has a summer home at Egypt, 
Mass., not far from the famed Lawson 
estate “ Dreamwold. ”
Mr. George M. Bonney and wife 
spend part of each summer at their 
camp “ Camoosaba”  (meaning “ Lodge 
in the Woods” ) on Long Pond, one of
‘With tons of fish coming to their ; 
doors for a time only to disappear a 
little later, is it not asking a good deal ( 
of human nature to deinand and expect 
them to desist? And to expect their 
representatives at the seat o f govern­
ment to take action against the inter­
ests of their constituents?
“ Paraphrasing the old school-book 
story o f the boys and frogs, we may 
say that it is fun and money for the 
fishermen o f Missisquoi bay, but death 
to the fish; but while this is to be re­
gretted, who will say that it is not in ______  ___________
accord with the very general practice ritory in 1 he Adirondacks, only to invite bu t could find no trace of him, nor did 1 
menrf ' Styled * S°" 6 *P 1the ! see him run over the ledge. Remem-
“ Scores of instances to prove 
this is literally tru e-that it is selfish
ness and not sentiment that P^owpts— striking example. To meet and amend I came early next morning and circled 
readily suggest themselves, but their ,«a COIidiLion and rot a theory,”  “ that . ‘ , .  , thirtv feet from
enunciation would extend these notes to 1 our children and children’s children may aL(jU f  bl-  hlckd >’ \n y 7
undue length. 1 must crave sufficient see and t nj oy the large game of the the old stump. 1  here lay my squirrel, 
space, however, to touch upon a few of woods> > * a hunter’s license is imposed up- He had jumped into that tree, but final- 
tne more prominent. - - on visiting sportsmen. Was the pro- ly died and fell to the ground.—Peter
“ The time was waen the Connecticut . f essetj Lhe real motive? How much 1
There was a large tree that had J 
j blown partly down. One end was on 
! the ground and the top was lodged in , 
j another tree, i took this chance to get 
j out of the way of the moose and scram­
bled up the quickest that ever I climbed the finest sheets of water in Franklin 
a tree. Then I happened to think I had . (jountyf Maine, near Rangeley. 
taken the horn that mother used to call 
the men to dinner with, in case I should ( 
get lost. I had it lashed to my belt and 
soon had it clear and began to toot on 
it. The moose had gone past me, but 
the tooting on the horn made him mad 
and he turned around and came charg­
ing back bellowing the most horrible
the opposition ana wren oi tr ' '  1 see him run over the ledge. Remem-
,, . ary who refuses to yield up privileges 1 .
that hitherto enjoyed but never paid for. j bering stories told by big game hunters 
lf 3l> <<Tbe state of Maine furnishes another | about letting wounded animals alone,
river so teein g  ---------------------  mure quicwiy ttiRI c u cu w 'u j " v'**v*
common practice when servants ana ap- 1 destruction o f big game be prevented
id with salmon that it was
prentices were indentured to stipulate 
in the contract that they should not be 
fed upon salmon more than the stated 
number of times during the week.
With the increase of population m the 
Connecticut valley, the salmon naturally 
decreased in number, but when the dam 
at Holyoke was completed and they
o i kl S  eS , l l y  wo»W S  Flfat in Fishing and Shooting.
by making a close season for a number 
of vears or perpetual.
“ But ihen would be gathered a har­
vest cf dollars? Were such measures
Maine W oods readers are requested 
to contribute items and articles about 
their experience in the woods for publi-
ou Id not ascend the river to t heir woujd make a thunderstorm in summer
proposed instead of the money-getting cation in Main e  W oods and those who 
license, there would have gone up such jiave photographs to go with the stories 
a howl from transportation companies, I _ d them,
hotel and camp owners and guides as
J . W B r a c k e t t  Co.
blasts that made my hair stand on end.
He came up under where I stood. I 
knew he could not get at me, but I be­
gan to think that the prospects of get­
ting home that night were rather poor.
I kept on blowing the horn, however, | 
to see him jump around. Oh, my, but 
wasn’t it fun! All at once I heard the 
most deafening noise that I ever heard.
I thought it was thunder, but I looked 
at the moose and saw that he was 
bleeding. I knew then that the noise 
was Uncle Sam's old flintlock gun I 
had heard it before on Fourth of July 
mornings.' It would beat the best of 
their sixteen inch cannon for a loud 
report.
Uncle Sam and Albert had been out 
hunting for two or three days and were 
just returning home. Hearing the horn 
he came that way to find out the cause 
and found the moose and myself. Al­
bert says, “ Good gracious, look at that 
boy in that tree!”  Uncle Sam says,
‘ ‘You infernal little rascal, come down 
here. Only for me you wouldn’t play 
any more tricks around my barn. ’ ’ So
Send Us Hunting Stories.
Our readers are requested to send us 
hunting stories. There are plenty of 
things to write us. Tell us where you 
go and what you see. Address
Maine  W oods, Phillips, Maine.
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Tra.il
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Copyright, IBOt,
By Stewart Edward W hite < I
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Continued from last week, this story 
began March 10.
Three days later he was intensely 
thankful the conversation had taken 
place.
After the noon meal he lay on his 
blanket under the hemlock shelter, 
Smoking and lazily watching Injun 
Charley busy over the making of a 
birch bark canoe.
So idly intent was Thorpe on this 
piece of construction that he did not 
BOtlce the approach of two men from 
the down stream side. They were 
Short, alert men, plodding along with 
the knee-bent persistency of the wood 
walker, dressed in broad hats, flannel 
Shirts, coarse trousers tucked in high 
Isced “cruisers” and carrying each a 
bulging meal sack looped by a cord 
serose the shoulders and chest. Both 
were armed with long slender scalers’ 
rules. The first intimation Thorpe re­
ceived of the presence of these two men 
Was the sound of their voices.
‘ ‘Hello, Charley!” said one of them. 
“ What you doing here? Ain’t seen you 
Since the Sturgeon district.”
“ Mak’1 ’urn canoe,” replied Charley 
rather obviously.
“ So I see. But what do you expect to 
*et in this God forsaken country?”
‘ ‘Beaver, muskrat, mink, otter.”
“ Trapping, eh?” the man gazed keen­
ly at Thorpe’s recumbent figure. “ Who’s 
the other fellow?”
Thorpe held his breath, then exhaled 
It in a long sigh of relief.
“ Him white man,” Injun Charley 
was replying. “ Him hunt too. He 
nak ’ ’um buckskin.”
The land looker arose lazily and 
sauntered toward the group.
“ Howdy?” he drawled. “Got any 
Smokin’ ?”
“ How are you?” replied one of the 
scalers, eying him sharply and tender­
ing his pouch. Thorpe ffiled his pipe 
deliberately and returned it with a 
heavy lidded glance of thanks. To all 
appearances he was one of the lazy, 
shiftless hunters of the backwoods. 
Seized with an inspiration, he said: 
“ What sort of chances is they at your 
camp for a little flour? Me and Char­
ley’s about out. I’ ll bring you meat, or 
I’ll make you boys moccasins. I got 
some good buckskin.”
It was the usual proposition.
“ Pretty good, I guess. Come up and 
see,” advised the scaler. “The crew’s 
right behind us.”
“ I’ ll send Charley,” drawled Thorpe. 
“ I’m busy now makin’ traps.” lie 
waved his pipe, calling attention to the 
pine and rawhide deadfalls.
They chatted a few moments. Then 
two wagons creaked lurching by. fol­
lowed by fifteen or twenty men. The 
last of these, evidently the foreman. ! 
was joined by the two scalers.
Injun Charley was setting about the 
splitting of a cedar log.
“You see.”  he remarked. “ I big 
frien’.”
In the days that followed Thorpe 
cruised about the great woods. It was 
alow business, but fascinating. He 
knew that when he should embark on 
his attempt to enlist considerable cap­
ital iu an “ unsight, unseen” invest­
ment he would have to be well sup­
plied with statistics.
First of all he walked over the coun­
try at large to find where the best tim­
ber lay. This was a matter of tramp­
ing, though often on an elevation he 
succeeded In climbing a tall tree 
whence he caught birdseye views of 
the country at large. He always car­
ried his gun with him and was pre­
pared at a moment’s notice to seem en- j 
gaged in hunting.
Next he ascertained the geographical 
location of the different clumps and 
forests, entering the sections, the quar­
ter sections, even the separate forties. 
In his notebook, taking in only the “de­
scriptions” containing the best pine.
Finally he wrote accurate notes con­
cerning the topography of each and 
every pine district—the lay of the land, 
|ie hills, ravines, swamps and valleys, 
Jhe distance from the river, the char­
acter of the soil. In short, he accumu­
lated all the information he could by 
which the cost of logging might be es­
timated.
For this he had raally too little ex­
perience. He knew It, but determined 
to do his best. The weak point of his 
Whole scheme lay in that it was going 
to be Impossible for him to allow the 
prospective purchaser a chance to ex j 
ftmine tne pane, mat difficulty Thorp* 
hoped to overcome by inspiring per 
tonal confidence In himself. If h< 
tailed to do so he might return with a 
land looker whom the investor trusted 
and the two could re-enact the comedy 
•f this summer. Thorpe hoped, how- , 
over, to avoid the necessity. He set 1 
about a rough estimate of the timber, j
One evening just at sunset Thorp* { 
Was helping the Indian shape his craft
M AINE WOODS, APRIL 14, 1905.
The two men bent there at their task 
the dull glow of evening falling upon 
them. Behind them the knoll stood 
out in picturesque relief against the 
darker pines. The river rushed by 
with a never ending roar and turmoil. 
Through its shouting one perceived , as 
through a mist, the still lofty peace of 
evening.
A young fellow, hardly more than a 
boy, exclaimed with keen delight of the 
picturesque as his canoe shot around 
the bend into sight of it.
The canoe was large and powerful, 
but well filled. An Indian knelt in 
the stern. Amidships was well laden 
with duffle of all descriptions. The 
young fellow sat iu the bow. He was 
a bright faced, eager eyed, curly haired 
young fellow, all enthusiasm and tire. 
His figure was trim and clean, but 
rather slender, and his movements 
were quick, but nervous. When he 
stepped carefully out on the flat rock 
to which his guide brought the canoe 
with a swirl of the paddle one initiat­
ed would have seen that his clothes, 
while strong and serviceable, had been 
bought from a sporting catalogue.
“This is a good place,” he said to the 
guide. “ W e’ll camp here.” Then he 
turned up the steep bank without look­
ing back.
“Hello!” he called in a cheerful, un­
embarrassed fashion to Thorpe and 
Charley. “ How are you? Care if I 
camp here? What you making? By 
Jove! I never saw a canoe made be­
fore. I’m going to watch you. Keep 
right at it.”
He sat on one of the outcropping 
bowlders and took off his hat.
“Say, you’ve got a great place here! 
You here ali summer? Hello! You’ ve 
got a deer hanging up. Are there 
many of ’em around here? I’d like to 
kill a deer first rate. I never have. It’s 
sort of out of season now, isn’t it?”
“W e only kill the bucks,” replied 
Thorpe.
“ I like Ashing too,” went on the boy. 
“ Are there any here? In the pool? 
John,” he called to his guide, “bring me 
my fishing tackle.”
In a few moments he was whipping 
the pool with long, graceful drops of 
the fly. He proved to be adept. At 
first the Indian’s stolid countenance 
seemed a trifle doubtful. After a time 
it cleared.
“Good!” he grunted.
The other Indian had now finished 
the erection of a tent and had begun to 
cook supper over a little sheet iron 
camp stove. Thorpe and Charley could 
smell ham.
“ You’ve got quite a pantry.” remark­
ed Thorpe.
“ Won't you eat with me?” proffered 
the boy hospitably.
But Thorpe declined.
In the course of the evening the boy 
approached the older men's camp and, 
with charming diffidence, asked per­
mission to sit awhile at their fire.
“ It must be good to live in the 
woods,” he said with a sigh, “ to do all 
things for yourself. It’s so free.”
“ I just do love this!” he cried again 
and again. “Oh. it’s great, after all 
that fuss down there!” And he cried it 
so fervently that the other men present 
smiled, but so genuinely that the smile 
had in it nothing but kindliness.
“ I came out ror a month,” said he 
suddenly, “and I guess I’ll stay the rest 
of it right here. You'll let me go with 
you sometimes hunting, won’t you? 
I’d like first rate to kill a deer.”
“ Sure,” said Thorpe. “Glad to have 
you.”
“ My name is Wallace Carpenter,” 
said the boy, with a sudden unmistak­
able air of good breeding.
“W ell,” laughed Thorpe, “ two old 
woods loafers like us haven’t got much 
use for names. Charley here is called 
Geezigut, and mine’s nearly as bad, but 
I guess plain Charley and Harry will 
do.”
CH APTER XI.
m
H E young fellow stayed three 
weeks and was a constant joy 
to Thorpe. Thorpe liked the 
boy because he was open heart­
ed, free from affectation, assumptive 
of no superiority—iu short, because he 
was direct and sincere. Wallace, on 
his part, adored in Thorpe the free, 
open air life, the adventurous quality, 
the quiet, hidden power, the resource­
fulness and the self sufficiency of the 
pioneer. He did anything at all. He 
accepted Thorpe for what he thought 
him to be rather than for what he 
might think him to be.
Little by little the eager questions 
of the youth extracted a full statement 
of the situation. He learned of the 
timber thieves up the river, of their 
present operations and their probable 
plans, of the valuable pine lying still 
unclaimed, of Thorpe's stealthy raid 
into the enemy’s country.
“ Why. it’s great! It’s better than any 
book I ever read!”
He wanted to know what he could do 
to help.
“ Nothing except keep quiet,” replied 
Thorpe. “You mustn’t try to act any 
different. If the men from up river 
come by, be just as cordial to them as 
you can and don’t act mysterious and 
Important”
“All right,” agreed Wallace, bubbling 
with excitement. “And then what do 
you do—after you get the timber esti­
mated?”
*T11 go south and try, quietly, to 
raise some money. That will be diffi­
cult because, you see, people don’t know 
me. and I am not in a position to let 
them look over the timber. Of course 
it will be merely a question of my 
judgment. They can en th^:”  = ;lves to
the land office and pay their money.
There won’t be any chance of my mak­
ing way with that. The investors will 
become possessed of certain ‘descrip 
tions’ lying in this country, all right 
enough. The rub is, Will they have 
enough confidence in me and my judg­
ment to believe the timber to be what 
I represent it?”
“ I see,” commented Wallace, sudden­
ly grave.
“ Harry,” said he that evening, with 
a crisp decision new to his voice, "will 
you take a little walk with me down 
by the dam? I want to talk with 
you.”
They strolled to the edge of the bank 
and stood for a moment looking at the 
swirling waters.
“ 1 want you to tell me all about log­
ging,” began Wallace. “Start from the 
beginning. Suppose, for instance—what 
would be your first move?”
They sat side by side on a log, and 
Thorpe explained. The excitement of 
war was in it. When he had finished. 
Wallace drew a deep breath.
“ When I am home,” said he simply. 
“ I live iu a big house on the Lake 
Shore drive. It is heated by steam and 
lighted by electricity. I touch a but­
ton or turn a screw and at once I am 
lighted and warmed. At certain hours
"Oh, phase!” cried the boy 
meals are served me. 1 don't know 
how they are cooKed or where the ma­
terials come from. Since leaving col­
lege 1 have spent a little time down­
town every day, and then I’ve played 
golf or tennis or ridden a horse in the 
park. We do little imitations of the 
real thing with blue ribbons tied to 
them and think we are camping or 
roughing it. This life of yours is glo­
rious. is vital; it means something in 
the march of the world.”
The young fellow spoke with unex­
pected swiftness and earnestness. 
Thorpe looked at him in surprise.
“ I know what you are thinking,” 
said the boy, flushing. “ You are sur­
prised that 1 can be in earnest about 
anything.”
Thorpe watched him with sympa­
thetic eyes, but with lips that obstl 
snately refused to say one word.
“ I left college at nineteen because 
my father died,” Wallace went on. “1 
am now just twenty-one. A  large es­
tate descended to me, ^ind I have had 
to care for its investment all alone. I 
have one sister; that is all.”
“So have I!” cried Thorpe and stop­
ped.
“The estates have not suffered.” went 
on the boy simply. “ I have done well 
with them. But,” he cried fiercely, “ I 
hate it! It is petty and mean and wor­
rying and nagging. Now, Harry, I 
have a proposal to make you. It is this: 
You need $30,000 to buy your land. Let 
me supply it and come in as half part­
ner.”
An expression of doubt crossed the 
land looker’s face.
“Oh, please!” cried the boy. “ I do 
want to get in something real. It will 
be the making of me.”
“Now, see here,” interposed Thorpe 
suddenly. “ Y'ou don’t even know my 
name.”
“ I know you.” replied the boy.
“ My name is Harry Thorpe,” pursued 
the other. “My father was Henry 
Thorpe, an embezzler.”
“ Harry.” replied Wallace soberly, “ I 
am sorry 1 made you say that. I do not 
care for your name, except, perhaps, to 
put it in the articles of partnership, 
and I have no concern with your an­
cestry. I tell you, it is a favor to let 
me iu on this deal. I don’t know any­
thing about lumbering, but I’ve got 
eyes. 1 can see that big timber stand­
ing up thick and tall, and 1 know peo 
pie make profits iu the business.”
Thorpe considered a few moments in 
silence.
“Wallace,” he said gravely at lust, “ I 
honestly do think that whoever goes 
into this deal with me will make mon­
ey. Of course there’s always chances 
against it. but I am going to do my 
best.”
The man’s accustomed aloofness had
gone. His eyes flashed, his brow 
frowned, the muscles of his cheeks 
contracted under his beard.
Wallace gazed at him with fascinated 
admiration.
“Then you will?” he asked tremu­
lously
“ Wallace,” he replied again, "they’ll 
say that you have been the victim of 
an adventurer, but the result will 
prove them wrong. If I weren’t per­
fectly sure of this I wouldn’t think of 
it, for I like you. and I know you want 
to go into this more out of friendship 
for me a-nd because your imagination is 
touched than from any business sedse. 
But I’ ll accept gladly, and I’ll do my 
be*t!”
“ Hooray!” cried the boy, throwing 
hi* cap up in the air. “ W e’ll do ’em 
up In the first round.”
CH APTER X II.
A" FTER Wallace left them the two men settled again into their customary ways of life. 
Up to the present Thorpe had 
enjoyed a clear field. Now two men 
came down from above and established 
a temporary camp in the woods half a 
mile below the dam. Thorpe soon sat­
isfied himself that they were picking 
out a route for the logging road.
The two men, of course, did not both­
er themselves with the timber to be 
travoyed, but gave their entire atten­
tion to that lying farther back. Thorpe 
was enabled thus to avoid them entire­
ly. He simply transferred his estimat­
ing to the forest by the stream. Once 
he met one of the men, but was fortu­
nately in a country that lent itself to 
his pose of hunter. The other he did 
not see at all.
But one day he heard him. The two 
up river men were following carefully 
but noisily the bed of a little creek. 
Thorpe happened to be on the side hill, 
so he seated himself quietly until they 
should have moved on down. One of 
them shouted to the other, who, crash­
ing through a thicket, did not hear. 
“ Ho-o-o, Dyer!” the first repeated. 
“ Here’s that infernal comer over here!” 
“ Yop.” assented the other, “coming.” 
Thorpe recognized the voice instantly 
as that of Radway’s scaler. His hand 
crisped iu a gesture of disgust. The 
man had always been obnoxious to 
him.
Two days later he stumbled on their 
camp. He paused iu wonder at what
he saw.
The packs lay open, their contents 
scattered in every direction. The fire 
had been hastily extinguished with a 
bucket of water, and a frying pan lay 
where it had been overturned. If the 
thing had been possible, Thorpe would 
have guessed at a hasty and unpre­
meditated flight.
He was about to withdraw carefully 
lest he be discovered when he was 
startled by a touch on his elbow. It 
was Injun Charley.
“ Dey go up river,” he said. “ I come 
see what de row.”
The Indian examined rapidly the con­
dition of the little camp.
“ Dey look for somethin’,” said he, 
making his hand revolve as though 
rummaging and indicating the packs.
“ I t'ink dey see you in de woods." he 
conclu'dtHl “ Dey go camp get ’um 
boss. Boss he gone on river trail two 
free hour.”
“You’re right. Charley,” replied 
Thorpe, who had been drawing his own 
conclusions. “One of them knows me. 
They’ve been looking in their packs for 
their notebooks with the descriptions 
of these sections in them. Then they 
piled out for tlie boss. If I know any­
thing at all. the boss ’ ll make tracks for 
Detroit.”
“ Wot you do?” asked Injun Charley 
curiously.
“ I got to get to Detroit before they 
do; that’s all.”
Instantly the Indian became all ac­
tion.
“ You come.” he ordered and set out 
at a rapid pace for camp.
There, with incredible deftness, he 
packed together about twelve pounds 
of the jerked venison and a pair of 
blankets, thrust Thorpe’s waterproof 
match safe in his pocket and turned 
eagerly to the young man.
“ You come." he repeated.
[To be Continued.]
The Time-table of the 
Rangeley Lakes Steam ­
boat Company will appear 
in this space early in M ay. 
H . H . F i e l d , Cxen, M an., 
Phillips, Maipe.
T R A N SPO R T A T IO N
Sandy River Railroad,
Time-Table in Effect December 19, 1904,
North Ti-’n  1 Tr’n 3 Tr’n 6A. M. A. M. P. M.
Farmington, ........ . .lv 11.00 12.10 4.40
Strong, • • ■ ......... . • • •ar P. M. 12.05
P. M.
12.42 5.10
Phillips....................... 12.30 1.00 5.30
South T r’n 2A. M.
Tr’ n 4
A. M.
Tr’n 6 
P. M«
P h illip s.................... . . . l v 7.30 8.30 1.30
7.50 1.509.10
Farm ington,.......... 8.20 10.00 2.20
W E STO N  LE W IS. Pres. F. N. B E A L . Supt.
Franklin & Megantic Railway,
Shortest and easiest route to Eustis and the Dead 
River region. •
Time Table in Effect December 19, 1904
SOUTH . A. M. P. M.
Bigelow, lv 11 00 2 00
Carrabassett, 11 20 2 25
( ar 11 45 3 00
Kingfield, A. M. A. M. P. M.
( lv 7 00 7 05 12 50
*N. Freeman, lv 7 05 12 55
*Mt. Abram Jet., lv 7 36
Salem, 7 20 7 45 1 10
•Summit, lv 7 22 8 35 1 12
*W . Freeman, lv 7 35 1 25
Strong, ar 7 45 9 05 1 35
NORTH. A. M. A. M. P. M.
Strong, lv 8 15 10 00 5 12
*W . Freeman, lv 8 25 5 17
•Summit, lv 8 35 TO 30 5 27
Salem, 8 40 10 35 5 35
*Mt. Abram Jet., lv8 45 10 40
•No. Freeman, lv' 8 50 5 45
i ar 9 00 11 30 5 65
Kingfield, j P. M.
(lv 9 15 12 W
Carrabassett, 9 45 12 35
Bigelow, ar 10 15 1 05
“ Flag stations. Trains stop on notice to con­
ductor. tMixed trains.
Close connection is made at Strong with trains 
to and from Phillips, Farmington, Portland and 
Boston.
Stage connection at Bigelow for Stratton and 
Eustis. at Carrabassett for Flagstaff and Dead 
River.
GEO. M. VO SE. Superintendent.
Phillips & Rangeley and Eustis 
Railroads.
SETH M. CARTER, Receiver. 
Time-Table, March 20, 1905.
The only all-rail line to Rangeley. The shortest, 
quickest and easiest route to all points in the 
Dead River region.
No. 1 , No. 2 1
A M P M
9 00 
8 30 Lv Boston k ’ .Div!
A r j 9 05 !
12 40 Portland Lv! 6 007Z P M
4 40 Farmington 2 25 ' p
Phillips Lv 1 30 p
A M  _
5 30 Phillips Ar 11 00 ^
w 6 00 Madrid Lv 10 25 i a
6 02 'Madrid Junction 10 23 as
6 10 •Reed’s Mill 10 15
6 20 •Sanders Mill 1 10 05
6 50 Redington , 9 40 j
7 10 Eustis Junction 1 9 20
7 15 'Dead River Station 9 15
7 30 A r Rangeley Lv ! 9 00 1
The American Express Company transacts 
business at all points on line of Phillips & Range- 
ley railroad.
•Flag Stations. Trains stop on notice to con­
ductor.
The above table shows the time that trains may 
be expected to arrive and depart from the .several 
stations, but is not guaranteed. Subject to 
change and correction without notice.
D. F. FIELD,
G. P. & T. A .
J. C. W IL L IA M S,
Supt.
Portland & Rumford Falls Railway
In Effect October 10, 1904.
First-Class Livery.
We have everything in the livery line 
that is needed. The stable has been 
enlarged and newly equipped through­
out. Expe<?nced drivers will take 
parties w' .- > desired.
P, R .L iTARDSON & co„
Rangeley, Maine.
Trains leave Oquossoc f o r  Rumford 
Falls, Lewiston, Portland and Bos­
ton, 6.50 a. m.
Trains due to arrive at Oquossoc from  
Boston, Portland, Lewiston a n d  
Rumford Falls, 6.25 p. m.
Through Parlor Cars between Portland and
Oquossoc during the Tourist Season.
Trains run daily except Sunday.
R. C. Bradford, Traffic Man., Portland, Me.
E. L. Lovejoy, Supt. Rumford Falls, Me.
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad.
Arrangement of Trains.
IN EFFECT MONDAY, OCT. 10 1904. 
PULLMAN CAR SERVICE.
Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Caribou 
and Bangor on train leaving Caribou at 6.00 a. m. 
and Bangor at 3.15 p. m. Sleeping Car on train 
leaving Caribou 4.10 p. m. and Bangor 3.55 a. m. 
TRAINS LEAVE BANGOR.
3.65 a. m. — For and arriving at Millinocket, 6.40 
a. m.. Houlton, 8.50 a. m., Presque Isle, 10.32 a. m. 
Fort Fairfield, 11.00 a. m.. Caribou, 11.00 a. m. Van 
Buren 12.40 p. m.
7.00 a. m. — For and arriving at Brownville, 9.01 
a. m. Katahdin Iron Works 9.50 a. m. Milli­
nocket 10.25 a. m. Patten 11.50 a. m. Ashland 2.15 
p. m. Fort Kent 4.15 p. m. Houlton 12.55 p. m. 
Presque Isle 2.46 p. m. Caribou 3. 15 p. m. Van 
Buren 5.40 p. m. Fort Fairfield 3.05 p. m. Lime­
stone 4.10 p. m. Dover 9.17 a. m. Guilford 9.41 a. 
m. Monson 10.15 a. m. ^Greenville 10.55 a. m. Kineo
l .  00 p. m.
3.15 p. m .— For and arriving at Brownville 4.48 
i p. m. Millinocket 6.03 p. m. Sherman 6.54 p. m. 
Patten 7.25 p. m. Houlton 8.15 p. m. Mars Hill and 
Blaine 9.25 p. m. Presque Isle 9.57 p. m. Caribou
10.25 p. m. Fort Fairfield 10.15 p. m.
4.50 p. m. — For and arriving at Lagrange 6.10 
p. m. Milo 6.35 p. m. Brownville 6.45 p. m. Dover 
and Foxcroft. 7. 03 p. m. Guilford 7.26 p. m. 
Greenville 8.40 p. m. Quebec 1.15 p. m. Montreal 
8.35 a. m.
ARRIVALS.
9.25 a. m. Leaving Montreal 7.25 p. m. Quebec 
. 3.00 p. m. Greenville 5.35 a. m. Guilford 6.44 a. m. 
Dover 7.02 a.m. Brownville 7.20 a. m. Milo 7.30 a.
i m.
1.00 p. m. Leave Caribou 6.00 a. m. Presque 
Isle 6.20 a. in. Fort Fairfield 6.00 a. m. Houlton 
8.05 a .m . Ashland 6.50 a. m. Patten 8.50 a. m. 
Millinocket 10.16 a. m. Brownville 11.25 a. m. 
Milo 11.34 a. m.
'■ 7.25 p. m .—Leaving Kineo 1.20 p. m. Greenville
I 3.40 p. m. Monson 3 35 p. m. Guilford 4.50 p. m. 
Dover 5.08 p. m. Limestone 9.50 a .m . Van Buren
9.25 a. m. Caribou 11.40 p. m. Presque Isle 12.11 
p. m. Fort Fairfield 11.35 a. m. Houlton 2.00 p.
m. Fort Kent 10.40 a. m. Ashland 12.45 p. m. Pat­
ten 2.50 p. m. Sherman 3.27 p. m. Millinocket 4.20 
p. in. Brownville 5.33 p. m. Milo 5. 43 p. m. La­
grange 6.10 p. m.
11.45 p. m. Leaving Van Buren 2.30 p. m. Car­
ibou 4.10 p. m. Fort Fairfield 4.15 p. m. Presque 
Isle 4.38 p. m. Houlton 6.20 p. m. Millinocket 8.43
p. m. r
C. C. B R O W N , General Pass, and Ticket ’ n t  
W . M. B R O W N , General Superintend^;..,
Bangor, Me., October 8, 1904
M A IN E WOODS, A P R IL 14, 1905.
SALMON AND TROUT ARE BIG
JUNE FIRST IS SAID TO BE THE 
LUCKY MAN'S DATE.
Big Game Has Wintered the Best For 
Years In Somerset Railway Territory; 
Deer Are Fat and Sleek and Moose 
Yard Near,
[Special correspondence to Maine W oods.]
Car atu n k , April 10, 1905.
As the fishing season is drawing 
near perhaps it; would be well to talk of 
our prospects for the coming season. 
We find, owing to the lack of snow dur­
ing the month of March, that the ice 
will probably go out of the lakes and 
ponds earlier than usual. Speaking of 
Moxie pond, 1 find the ice about all 
gone in the narrow places and expect 
the ice to leave about May 5. Here we 
have as fine spring fishing as any place 
in Maine. Then there is that old reli­
able place, Carry pond; the ice will 
leave there about May 10. Pierce 
pond, where are to be caught the larg­
est landlocked salmon in the world, will 
not be free o f ice before May 15. The 
first fisherman to visit this pond after 
the ice is out are usually the lucky ones 
and a good catch is assured. All other 
ponds in this vicinity will open from 
May 10 to 15. The prospect for a suc­
cessful fishing season seems evident, as 
all signs point that way and an early 
spring may be looked for.
The new extension o f the Somerset 
railroad is being rushed along quite 
rapidly and will be completed to Moxie 
pond by Oct. 15. This extension will 
open up a new country for fishermen, 
which includes that ofd reliable place, 
Moxie pond, Mosquito and Little Moxie, 
also the waters o f Black brook. Here 
we have Lower Black Brook pond, 
where trout have been taken that 
weighed 7 pounds. Next above is 
Knight’s pond, where I have seen some 
of the finest fishing that the country 
can produce. I was there once with 
two gentlemen from Boston, when in 
one afternoon one of them and his 
guide put back forty trout and that 
evening just before sunset the two rods 
landed seven trout that dressed 15 
pounds and we stopped fishing with 
trout rising all around us and they 
would rise at every cast This kind of 
fishing can be found about June 1st.
Then we come to that noted place, Indian pond. 
The railroad runs quite near this pond crossing- 
the outlet in sight of the dam. This outlet carries 
you through some of the finest and wildest scen­
ery in Maine.
Two weeks ago I made a trip through my hunt­
ing country on East Moxie,Squaretown and Moxie 
Gore. I found that large game has wintered the 
best for years. I saw -10 deer and one moose in 
one day and they all seemed fat and sleek. On 
the trip I saw more than 100 deer and three moose 
and several yai-ds of moose. We have a moose 
yard in sight of Pleasant* pond settlement and 
within four miles of this viilage.
I am glad that the game laws have not been 
changed very much. It would be a mistake to 
have the open time on moose begin Oct. 1st. It is 
impossible to keep even a deer any length of time 
at that season of the year and a moose if killed 
that e„rly would surely spoil before it could be 
gotten out of the woods. Then again they have 
not left the water at that time and more of them 
would be killed ar.d more left to decay in the 
woods. I f  we can hold the game laws about as 
they are we will always have moose and deer in 
Maine. Geo. C. Jones, Reg. Guide.
Bear Bounty Scored „
(Bangor Daily News.)
An average Maine bear when killed 
and brought to market has a cash value 
of from $10 to $30, depending upon the 
size of the animal, the amount of kid­
ney fat it contains, the quality o f its 
fur and several other contingencies— 
including how badly the purchaser 
wants the bear. No matter how poor 
or small a bear may be, the animal car­
ries about its person enough value to 
pay for its killing. The reason why all 
of us do not get rich killing and selling 
bears is because the animals are not 
plentiful enough to pay the cost of 
finding them. No matter where it is 
found or who is the finder, there is no 
man in Maine who, having a loaded 
gun, will not aim and fire with the in­
tention and hope o f killing every bear 
that comes within range. In spite of 
the fact that the railroad guide books 
advertise bear hunting as a leading 
sport in this state and though many 
readers outside o f Maine believe the 
stories told, the fact remains that not 
ten per cent o f the residents of Maine 
ever saw a wild bear in the woods or 
anywhere else. There are lumbermen 
who have spent years in the Maine for­
ests who have never seen a living bear 
outside of a cage.
Soon after Hon. Leroy T. Carleton 
Was appointed to the fish and game 
commission of Maine he went on a long 
hunting trip. He is a most enrhusias-
Her Only Doctor
November n , 1903- 
Dear Sirs:— , . .
I can truly say the “ L. F.’ Medicine 
has been a great help to me. It is all 
the doctor I have had for the last five 
years, and I have a bad liver trouble. I 
could not get along without the “ L. F.”  
Medicine. It can be relied on also for 
headache and bad colds.
Yours truly,
MRS. E. STEVENS, 
Skowhegan, Me.
A dose of the True “ L. F.” Atwood’s 
Bitters, taken in time, saves weeks of 
illness.
tic sportsman, a good shot and a man 
who as a rule gets what he seeks. He 
hunted long and arduously, and in the 
end he was rewarded by seeing a real 
live bear in the woods. He shot it to 
make sure. Then he was so proud 
over his performance that he took the 
animal to a city and had it skinned and 
mounted, after which he presented the 
stuffed animal to the state. It is now 
in the museum of natural history be­
longing to the state. By actual meas­
urement it is about three feet long and 
18 inches tall. It is an innocent little 
cub—a misguided baby bear that had 
got lost and blundered among some 
cruel and bloodthirsty men, who shot it 
in cold blood. Now Mr. Carleton has 
spent many years in the woods since 
then. He has hunted long and dili­
gently. He has met with more than 
the average success. But as yet his 
first bear has been his last one.
The Maine legislature which has ad­
journed of late—too late for the good 
of Maine—has picked out one county 
from the 16 and made it a favorite 
among pot hunters by placing a bounty I 
of $ 5 a head on every bear slain within 
the county limits. There is no reason- 
why bears should be more perniciously 
active in one county than in another. 
There is no cause for placing a bounty 
on any bear of Maine, for men who 
hunt and chance to find bears will shoot 
regardless of any bounty. Why show 
favoritism? The gay and convivial 
bears of Penobscot county roam at will 
among the beehives and orchards. The 
celebrated “ Oxford bears”  wrap the 
drapery of their furs about them and 
lie down to pleasant dreams. The 
Aroostook bears listen to the allegations 
of the Allegash and turn the case over 
to Herbert Powers for presentation to 
the grand jury. Bears are free as rum 
in Portland, except in a single county, 
where few bears are ever seen and 
where no one would ever think of going 
hnnting for bears. The tearful plead­
ings o f Fred Campbell for protection 
against the dental formula of the de­
vastating hedgehog were left unheeded. 
The crows of Hampden were permitted 
to pull corn and shell green peas with­
out dissent. The robins of Hancock 
county were protected in their diabol­
ism. But in one lonely county, remote 
from cities and unsmirched with the 
graft of the corporations, every bear 
which walks out by the light of the 
moon does so at its peril, for the 
bounty-hunter is abroad and the town 
treasurers have their safes loaded with 
crisp bills.
[The above article having been shown 
to a representative of t h e  Franklin 
county bear bounty law referred to 
above, asks us to call attention to the 
fact that Oxford county has paid boun­
ties for the past two years and he sug- 
[ gests also that Franklin county is so 
full of bears that sportsmen and farm­
ers can all keep as busy as they please 
killing them for some time to come and 
there will be plenty left. ]
LADIES WILL FISH EARLY.
GRAND LAKE STREAM MAY BE 
CLEAR IN TEN DAYS.
Guides Make Guesses and Go on Record; 
Fly Fishing 0. K. In June; Little 
River Trout Fishing Is Good.
[Special correspor.dende to Maine W oods.]
Grand Lake  Stream , April 10, 1905.
The almanac tells us that spring has 
come but it seems hard to believe it, 
when I had to break two inches of ice 
in my rain barrel one morning last 
week. Personally I count spring as be­
ginning when the ice breaks up in Grand 
lake and the first canoe pushes off 
shore with rod and net after the first 
salmon. How good they are after not 
having a taste for months. To quote 
from an author,
"T h e  true essentials of a feast are fun  and feed.”
Then the sportsman who comes to 
Grand lake has a feast every day. It 
is most certainly “ fun”  to fish and a 
nicely broiled salmon is certainly “ good 
feed;”  most especially so when the ap­
petite is edged with Grand lake air.
It will not be very long now before 
the fun will begin, although it is al­
ways uncertain what day the ice goes 
out. For the past five years the ice 
has gone out on:
April 29, 1900,
April 25, 1901,
( April 8, 1902,
April 22, 1903,
May 5, 1901.
The lake at present writing is very unsafe for 
teams, beginning to show signs of melting along 
the shores. If  the weather holds favorable for 
two weeks a good wind will soon break the ice. 
Various predictions are penciled on the door of 
the village store by the guides, which will cause 
more or less amusement when the lake is clear. 
F. H . Ball, proprietor of the White House, sends 
out cards to all parties on the register every year 
on the day the lake opens. It is quite a hobby 
with many fishermen to be in the first canoe. 
Unless the lake opens very early and the water is 
too cold —the first fishing is the best. The salmon 
are very lively, being very hungry for the at­
tractive bait. The whole month of May is very 
lively here. The many canoes with red and white 
sweaters dotted along the lake and at noon a curl 
of smoke here and there, where some parties are 
camping for lunch.
Just as soon as the lake opens a party of ladies 
and gentlemen from Bangor will be at the White 
House and occupy camp, “ The Upper Berth.” 
Another large party with ladies are booked for 
May 15. It is evident that the ladies are getting 
accustomed to and evidently enjoying the idea of 
i sporting with their “ better half,' for during the 
season fully one-third of the visitors are ladies. 
They seldom take the long trips with the men 
folks but occasionally one comes who intends to 
“ rough it” and is willing to put up with a bough 
bed for the enjoyment of camp life. However, it 
is not necessary for any to rough it now, as there 
are good camps right on the fishing ground where 
I one can be handy also to mail and telegraph.
Later in the season—June 1st -the stream is 
open to fly fishermen and if tired of sitting in a 
canoe one can don rubber boots and cast all along 
j shore fn* two and one-half miles, the guide tak­
ing the canoe along if wanted for the quiet, deep­
er places. One of the side trips taken by sports­
men is the trip to Little river, where is good trout 
fishing. The river and lake of the same name is 
| very pretty and a day can be passed with pleasure 
and profit, coming back to camp at night with a 
good string.
Another trip, although rather hard and seldom 
taken by ladies, is the one to Oxbrook lake, re­
quiring two days at least. But all enjoy the one 
' to the head of the lake. Grand lake is a beautiful 
sheet o f  water and every half mile the scenery 
changes to the eye. The large rocks in many 
places along shore for the whole 12 miles, make 
excellent hiding places for the big salmon and 
lake trout.
another and how they select the par­
ticular fork of a stream are questions 
which no one can answer. Some claim 
it is due to a sixth sense, a power of 
I localizing which is classed under the 
term of the homing instinct. What­
ever maybe the cause, the fact remains. 
Every fish that has been liberated in 
Penobscot waters will return or will 
struggle to return until it perishes. 
Therefore, it would seem that by gath­
ering more eggs and rearing more 
young fish the entire watershed could 
be stocked with healthy young salmon 
in a few years. Having done this, it is 
reasonable to infer that the catches 
would show an increase.
The experiment is worth trying. For 
the past three years the annual salmon 
catch along the Penobscot has not ex­
ceeded $10,000. This is hardly enough 
to pay interest on the, investment. By 
placing out ten times the number of 
young fish for a few years the catches 
should show a wonderful increase. If 
our public-spirited citizens would agi­
tate the matter and secure help from 
congress, the river could be stocked 
with salmon, shad and alewives so that 
the value of the annual harvest would 
exceed, $100,000. And every cent of 
this money would go. to the men who 
live along the river banks, and who are 
anxious for employment.—Bangor News
Pleasant Mountain.
[Written for Maine Woods.]
These rugged, rock-ribbed heights in Maine, 
Piled high by some sublime command,
Are thrones where God Almighty sits,
And man may in His presence stand.
Like billows of some ancient sea, 
Transmuted into solid ground,
And fixed there by supreme decree,
Thy boon companions stand around.
The lakelets lave thy solid base,
And gorgeous garments grace thy form ;
To-day thy face is veiled in fog,
To-morrow kissing angry storm.
W hat visions from thy brow are seen!
The varied woodland, fertile fields*,
The scattered hamlets, azure skies,
And all the charms fair nature yields.
Far as the aided eye can reach,
From silent heights to roariftg sea,
A  wondrous panrama spreads,
Thanks, hoary Mountain, thanks to thee.
Thy message to mankind? Ah. this:—
“ Let every son of man aspire
To find through nature Nature’s God.”  
Think, look, arise! Press on and higher!
—W illiam W ood, Bridgton, Maine.
Letters to Maine Woods*
The Brown Tails.
The many letters which are daily re­
ceived at the agricultural department 
asking for information about the brown- 
tail moth are evidence o f the increasing 
interest which the people of the state 
are taking with a view to accomplish­
ing the destruction of the pest and also 
that its presence in the state is far 
more extensive than was at first antici­
pated. The presence of the insect in 
the state cannot be considered too seri­
ously and it is gratifying to know that 
the people of the state are alive to the 
danger that the presence of the moth 
brings with it.
There are at the department several 
specimens o f the nests, contained in 
glass jars. In one jar are specimens 
attached to the leases o f the oak, apple, 
cherry and pear, all of which have been 
dipped in alcohol, and are therefore 
harmless, but in the other jar are nests 
on twigs, just as they were cut from 
the tree. It is’ in the latter jar that the 
little caterpillars are to be seen. The 
warm air of the room has brought them 
out of the dormant condition in which 
they rested during the winter, and they 
are crawling around over the outside of 
the nest and the twigs in search of the 
tender spring foliage which they will, 
however, never find.
The caterpillars are not over a six­
teenth of an inch in length; but they 
grow rapidly and their appetite grows 
piuch faster than they do. To look at 
the little mites in the jar one would 
hardly believe that there could be so 
much destructiveness done up in their 
small bodies. Another peculiar fact in 
connection with these little caterpillars 
is the amount o f cold which they can 
stand. They are hatched in the late 
summer and live- through the winter 
with only the frail nest covering them, 
when creatures o f a much higher or­
ganism would perish. It is known that 
the caterpillars can stand a tempera­
ture o f 50 degrees below zero.
The Salmon Season.
Predictions are well enough for 
those who look ahead and speculate 
about what is going to happen and for 
others who preempt the future by say­
ing what is not going to take place, but 
cold figures are better and more reli­
able. According to the estimates and 
statistics of the United States fish com­
mission the salmon catch along Penob­
scot river is gradually dwindling to the 
vanishing point. For some reason un­
determined by the expert, the planting 
out of your fry in the headwaters of 
the river has not yielded results that 
were encouraging. The Orland hatch­
ery now finds hard work to secure 
enough fish to furnish eggs. Now and 
then there will be a few days in a 
month when salmon come to the weirs 
in great numbers, reminding the fisher­
men of old times, but the day-in-and- 
day-out average is decreasing. The 
number of fish taken grows less and 
the cash receipts fall off. The men 
who own privileges that were worth 
hundreds of dollars ten or twenty years 
ago, now hesitate as to whether they 
had better try their luck another sea­
son. The abundance of Oregon and 
New Brunswick salmon sent through 
on ice holds down the prices. Most 
men work for the cash receipts rather 
than for love. The salmon fisheries 
along the Penobscot are doomed, unless 
extra efforts are made and made at 
once.
The sentimental advocates of pre­
serving the fisheries tell us the reason 
why salmon are growing scarce in these 
waters is due to the presence of pulp 
mills, which taint the water with sul­
phurous acid. No doubt the presence 
of acids in the water does deter some 
of the fish from going up the river, but 
the real cause is back o f any work per­
formed by man. Salmon have the hom­
ing-instinct abnormally developed. A 
ycung fish turned free in the waters of 
the East branch will never abandon its 
early home. Year after year it will re­
turn from its wanderings in the At­
lantic and struggle and fight its way 
toward its starting point. How the fish 
are able to distinguish one bay from
All In a Bunch.
Two weeks ago Maine was under 
double blankets of snow. Patches of 
bare ground were as scattering as hen’s 
teeth. Today the fields are green with 
young grass, the air is dotted with 
bees and other insects and the migra­
tory birds are jubilant with songs of 
the summertime. The birds invaded 
the entire region in hosts. Like Oc­
tober leaves in a gale, like flakes of 
snow in midwinter, they fell upon the 
fields in showers. A week ago a sweet 
and solitary song sparrow was warb­
ling among the drab grasses that died 
last fall. Two days' later a bluebird 
was dropping from the edge of a cloud 
and shaking out melody as it fell. The 
next day a flock of fifty robins was fly­
ing among the trees and screaming 
forth defiance to everybody. The 
blackbirds came with the robins and 
the fox sparrows were close behind. 
The chipping sparrows are among us in 
hordes. The annual migration from 
the south is well underway. It will not 
stop until early in June, when the 
cuckoo shall arrive in the orchards and 
the beautiful procession shall have 
come to an end.
There has been nothing remarkable 
about the arrivals this year. The 
crows were the first to put in an ap­
pearance near Bangor. This indicates 
nothing, however, for crows remain 
about the coast all winter and so long 
ago as early last February a lonely 
crow was seen among slaughterhouse 
offal in a back field of Brewer. This is 
true to a certain extent with robins and 
blackbirds, rare specimens of both 
species sometimes staying among us all 
winter. But they never come out from 
the woods until cold weather is past. 
The first real migrant to reach us this 
year was the song sparrow, followed a 
week later by the bluebird. The re­
markable feature in this year’s influx 
is the great number of birds which 
came in bunches. Under ordinary con­
ditions the robins and blackbirds send 
scouts ahead to make preparations and 
engage rooms for the main body. These 
are nearly always vigorous males which 
are very shy and nervous at first. For 
a *week or more the pioneers fiy about 
the houses and among the trees, scream­
ing as if the world was about to come 
to an end. Later the flocks arrive and 
tame down to lovemaking and house­
keeping. In the spring of 1905 the 
robins sent out no advance guard. One 
day there were none to be seen. Tfie 
next morning the air was brown with 
plump birds.
Robins and blackbirds seem to be 
more plentiful than usual this spring. 
Bluebirds are comparatively rare and 
shy. Song sparrows are abundant. 
Chipping sparrows are hardly as com­
mon as in former years, thongh by no 
means rare. Fox sparrows are mixed 
in among the chipping sparrows as 
usual, the two species seeming to coal­
esce in perfect harmony. The great 
migratory hawk, known as the “ hen- 
hawk,”  has come and is inscribing 
helices and spirals and circles high up 
in the blue. Now and then it utters its 
sharp scream, whereupon the farmyard 
rooster cuts his crowing in two, drops 
his tail and runs for shelter. Teals, 
black ducks and sheldrakes haunt the 
sides o f brooks and go waddling across 
the ice searching for cold lunches. 
Brown butterflies are out in their spring 
Suits on bright afternoons. Honey 
bees are busy among the willow blos­
soms. It is spring, sure enough. —Ban­
gor News.
Danforth Looking For Hunting.
Dix ie , Idaho , March 25, 1905.
To the Editor of Mafine Woods:
I am indeed sorry to say I must have 
your valued paper, Maine  W oods, 
stopped for a time. I am to be so situ­
ated for quite a while that it will be 
impossible for me to receive it. As  
soon as the weather and snow will per­
mit I expect to start with a big train 
which I am to lead into the great un­
known forest of the Saw Tooth range. 
The object of the expedition is to find 
a good hunting country where camps 
can be built and supplies kept. 
Whether I have to winter in that great 
wilderness will depend on how I find 
the traveling.
J. S. Danforth .
P. S. In the fish commission Maine 
has lost a good man, Mr. H. O. Stanley 
and have also put in his place a good 
man, Mr. J. W. Brackett. 1 have the 
greatest respect for both men. D.
Two Papers, $1.50.
Maine  W oods readers who want 
to subscribe for Maine  W oodsman, our 
weekly local paper, can have it at 50 
cents a year in addition to their Maine  
W oods subscription. This makes both 
papers cost only $1.50 a year.
Maine  W oods, Phillips, Me.
EXPERIENCE OF MISS MERKLEY
She W as Told That an Operation W as  
Inevitable How She Escaped It
When a physician tells a \troman suf­
fering with ovarian or womb trouble 
that an operation is necessary, the very 
thought of the knife and the operating 
table strikes terror to her heart, and 
our hospitals are full of women coming 
for ovarian or womb operations.
I SM/ff&argr-et Sltfert(ley•
There are eases where an operation 
is the only resource, but when one con­
siders the great number of cases of 
ovarian and womb trouble cured by 
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com­
pound after physicians have advised 
operations, no woman should submit to 
one without first trying the Vegetable 
Compound and writing Mrs. Pinkham, 
Lynn, Mass , for advice, which is free.
Miss Margret Merkley of* 275 Third 
Street, Milwaukee W is., writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
“ Loss of strength, extreme nervousness 
Shooting pains through the pelvic organs, 
bearing down pains and cramps compelled 
me to seek medical advice. The doctor, after 
making an examination, said I had ovarian 
trouble and ulceration and advised an opera­
tion. To this I strongly objected and decided 
to try Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable Com­
pound. The ulceration quickly healed, all 
the bad symptoms disappeared and I am 
once more strong, vigorous and well.”
Ovarian and womb troubles are stead­
ily on the increase among women. If  
the monthly periods are very painful, 
or too frequent and excessive— if you 
have pain or swelling low down fn the 
left side, bearing down pains, leucor- 
rhoea. don’t neglect yourself : try Lydia 
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
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RESTRICT NETTING.
FLY-FISHERMEN SAY THE WEIRS 
DON’T GIVE THEM A SHOW.
An Old Fisherman Tells of the Depletion 
of the Schools of Salmon by Weirs 
and Mill Refuse.
“ I tell you, boys, something must be 
done to restrict netting on the river or 
it won’t be a great while before the 
salmon in the Penobscot will be as 
scarce as sturgeon. ”  The speaker was 
one of a group which had been earnest­
ly discussing the prospects for the 
salmon fishing season from the stand­
point o f those who have followed it for 
years and seen most of the big fish 
taken from the famous Bangor pool.
The speaker’s companions were good 
listeners and as his sentiments seemed 
to meet with the favor of all present he 
continued: “ I have seen the time 
when salmon were so plenty that they 
could be caught just like shad and heaps 
of the fish that today are worth $1.25 a 
pound were thrown on the fields for fer­
tilizer. In those days boys were given 
their time and usually went out to work. 
It was one o f the first stipulations in 
the contracts made that when a boy 
bound himself out to work that he 
should not be given salmon at more 
than one meal a day nor more than 
three days in a week. Folks didn’ t 
know then that they could get a good 
price for the salmon if they sent them 
away so they killed them right and left, 
ate what they wanted, dried enough for 
winter and dumped the rest on the fields 
for fertilizer.
“ Those were the days when the Pe­
nobscot was full o f stui’geon and shad 
as well as salmon. The sturgeon were 
valued for their roe and fleets of vessels 
came to the river for the big fish. The 
shad soon sought other waters and only 
the salmon were left. Pretty soon the 
salmon began to get scarce and then a 
law was passed restricting netting them 
to that part of the river below the Ken- 
duskeag stream and cutting the fishing 
season down to about four months for 
weir-fishing and six months for fly-fish­
ing. The passage of this law gave the 
fish a hew lease on life but then the 
pulp mills began to be built up the river 
and the waste from them raised all 
kinds of trouble with the salmon fry. 
Many of the young fish were killed, I 
think, by the pollution of the water by 
the waste pipes o f these mills.
“ A salmon is a clean fish and a fish 
that wants clean water. Take it when 
the water is very muddy, the fellows up 
at the pool don’ t get any fish, most peo­
ple think because the water is so muddy 
that the fish can’t see the fly, but the 
weirs don’t get many either and that 
shows that the salmon don’t run up 
while the water is stirred up.
“ Of course the pulp mills can’t be 
prevented from polluting the water, 
but something can be done to restrict 
the use o f nets. Just as soon as the 
season opens on the first of April and 
probably several days before, the nets 
are put into every cove and deadwater 
from North Bucksport to Dyer’s cove. 
Before the salmon season opened the 
smelt nets were out and nobody knows 
how many salmon were taken there. 
All through the season these weirs are 
out day and night and it is a wonder to 
me that we get as many salmon at the | 
pool as we do. With all the weirs they 
have to dodge it is a wonder that any 
salmon ever get by them and reach the 
spawning beds.
“ Now, I don’ t say the fellows down 
the river haven’t just as good a right to 
the salmon as those who fish at the pool. 
But I do say that the fellows who fish 
with the fly ought to have half a chance. ! 
I say let a law be passed restricting the 
use of weirs to say three days in the 
week. Even then the weir men would 
get more than their share of the fish j 
but enough salmon wuold get by t o : 
reach the spawning beds and make fair- ; 
ly good fishing at the pool. ’ ’
THE RUN LAST YEAR .
“ Well, Ed, how do you account for 
the big run o f salmon at the pool last 
year?’ ’ asked one of the attentive lis­
teners.
“ How do I account for it? That’s 
easy. Last spring when the ice went 
out it took a whole lot of the weirs ' 
along with it. Many of these weirs 
never rebuilt and as a result there were 
not so many o f them for the salmon to 
run the gauntlet of. Then last year 
was a great season for smelts. The 
smelt is the natural food of the salmon 
and where you find smelts you will find j 
the big fellows who live on them.
“ That’s rather a queer thing, too. 
Now they say salmon don't eat any­
thing while they are on the spawning 
beds or on] their "way there. I know 
how it is because I have opened the ; 
stomach of.a]salmon]taken at the pool 
and there wasn’t a trace of food in the , 
fish's] stomach. Take any salmon j
caught about the Kenduskeag and in 
nine cases out of ten you find no trace 
of food in the stomach of the fish.’ ’ 
“ Well, if a salmon takes no food why 
does he take a fly?”  asked one of the 
group.
“ That’s a poser, ”  said Ed. “ But I 
suppose it is for the same reason that 
a pickerel will dart at a lily pad sud­
denly bent below the surface by the 
wind or take a corn-cob dragged before 
his nose. He doesn’ t want to eat the 
j lily pad nor the corn-cob, but he will 
! strike at both. It is just the nature of 
! the salmon. I have seen a 12-pound 
j salmon hooked and landed by a 16-year- 
old boy fishing with a bamboo pole and 
using worms for bait. I have also seen 
an 18-pound salmon taken on an Archer 
spinner with a smelt. Use every fly in 
your book sometimes and all the Silver 
Doctors and Jock Scotts in your collec- 
: tion won’t tempt him. At another 
time drop one of these flies on top of 
his pool and in a second you are making 
the fight of your life and using all of 
your skill to save your tackle and land 
your fish. It is the natural instinct of 
the salmon, the trout, the pickerel, or 
any other game fish, to seize anything 
that has a semblance of life. The fish 
may have just partaken of a full meal 
and the most tempting morsel of bait 
dangled before his snout will not make 
I him move a fin. Put an artificial fly, a 
grasshopper or a beetle on your leader 
and drop it or drag it over him and he 
will almost swallow’ it in his eagerness 
to kill his prey. Most game fish are 
queer critters most times and the salm­
on is one of the queerest of them. 
Well, let’ s have a game of ‘peed.’ ”  — 
Bangor News.
H O TE L S A N D  CAM PS.
Aroostook County,
Via Oxbow, Me.
Vtkins’s Camps. Famous for Moose, deer and 
big fish. Write for special small maps and circu­
lar to W . M. Atkins, Oxbow, Me.
H O T E L S A N D  CAM PS.
Via Oxbow, Me.
Spider Lake Camps. Good camps. Unexcelled 
trout fishing. Good accommodations. Allegash 
trips a specialty. Address,
Arbo & Libby, Oxbow, Me.
Franklin County.
Rangeley Lakes.
Camp Beni i s  The Birches, The Barker, Write
for free circular.
Capt. F. C. Barker. Prop’r, Bemis. 
Rangeley Lakes, Me.
Mercer, Me.
C ottages to Rent on the Belgrade lakes, all fur­
nished at low rates. Nice sandy beach. Address, 
J. Littlefield, Mercer, Me. 
Telephone connections.
Somerset County.
Jackman, M e ., P. O.
G erard 's Camps on Little Spencer Waters of Big 
Spencer Lake. The place to come for trout and 
togue. Good camps, good Rangeley boats and 
good trails to all of the outlying ponds. Good 
fishing in the big lake in front of the cabins as 
soon as the ice goes out. Come early and see for 
yourselves.
Thomas Gerard, Prop’r., Jackman, Me. 
Via Bingham.
C arry Ponds Camps. Write me for information 
before deciding where to go fo ra  fishing trip or 
an outing. Fine fly fishing at these camps. Only 
two hours’ walk to Pierce Pond where the large 
salmon are taken. Special attention given to fam­
ilies during the summer months.
Henry J. Lane, Bingham, Me.
Flagstaff, Me.
The Flagstaff. Fishermen, tourists and hunters 
find this an ideal place to spend their vacation. 
Salmon and square tailed trout are found in near 
by lakes, while pickerel fishing in Flagstaff pond 
is unsurpassed. Moose, deer and black bears are 
found here. Small game in abundance. Duck 
shooting unexcelled. A  delightful fifty mile canoe 
trip to Big Spencer lake.
Frank Savage Jr., Flagstaff, Me.
Washington County.
Mountain View  House isoneof the most modern, 
up to date summer homes in the state of Maine. 
Its beautiful location at the foot of Rangeley 
lake on a picturesque cove, gives it many at­
tractions, while the best of fishing is within close 
proximity. The boating and canoeing are the 
best on the lake; the drives are unsurpassed^ for 
beautiful scenery and the woods around are filled 
with delightful paths and trails. Croquet and 
tennis grounds adjoin the house. The cuisine is 
of the best; fruit,vegetables, fish and game in 
their season with plenty of milk and cream.TJPure 
spring water is furnished the house from a spring 
above. Rooms large, well lighted and pleasant. 
Hunters find plenty of deer, partridge and wood­
cock in the woods near by.
Send for 1905 booklet to
L. E. Bowley, Mountain View House, 
Mountain View, Rangeley Lakes, Me.
Grand Lake Stream, Me.
Th e Birches. Come here for your fall hunting.
Frank H. Ball.
New Hampshire.
The Firt Salmon Caught.
T he first salmon of the season was on 
exhibition at Fickett’s market in West 
Market square, Bangor, Monday morn­
ing, a week. The first was a beauty, 
weighing 19 pounds, and was taken in a 
smelt net at Winterport by W. H. Bo- 
lan. The handsome fish was bought by 
J. MacGregor of Lincoln who will send 
it to W. Campbell Clark o f Newark, N. 
J., of Clark’s O. N. T. thread fame. 
The big fish attracted considerable at­
tention as it lay on the shelf in front of 
Fickett’s market and excited the envy 
of all who saw it. The efforts of fish- 
j ermen who have wet their lines in the 
pool below the Bangor dam have been 
attended with no success as yet. They 
can fish only during a few hours on the 
last of the ebb and the first o f the flood 
. tide and the high wind of the past three 
d ays has made fishing at the pool any­
thing but comfortable.
Eustis. Me.
Round Mountain Lake ram p.'. Located in the 
heart of the Maine woods. 10 miles from Ejustis. 
Best of trout fishing at all times, both lake and 
stream. Fine hunting, large and small game. 
Detached log cabins, open fires.
Round Mountain Lake Camps,
Dion O. Blackwell. Mgr..
Eustis, Franklin County, Me. 
New York office. Room 29, 335 Broadway.
Weld, Me.
“ E u re k a ." The best place in Maine for fishing. 
Trout, salmon and bass. Send for booklet.
The Maples, F. W . Drew, Mgr., Weld. Me.
Rangeley Lakes.
Bald M ountain Camps are situated at the foot of 
Bald Mountain in a good fishing and hunting sec­
tion. ^Steamboat accommodations O. K. Tele­
phone at camps. Two mails daily. Write for 
free circular to
Amos Ellis, Prop’r, Bald Mountain, Me. 
Via Farmington.
Clear W a te r  Camps. First-class fishing.
E. G. Gay, Route 1. Farmington, Me.
An Anirnal story For 
Little Folks
The Foolish Goat
One day a goat found a pile of tomu 
> cans and proceeded to devour them. 
. poet passed that way and, gazing on 
l.o goat, said.
“Thy visage is that of a goat, but 
thy actions are decidedly asinine.”
“ I wonder what on earth he can
Dead River Region.
G reene's Farm is headquarters *at the entrance 
to the Dead River region. Trains run within less 
than a quarter of a mile of my house and are met 
by my teams. People stopping at my house over 
night can take the train, arriving in Boston at 9 
p. m. There are plenty of deer in this section.
I. W . Greene, Prop’r, Coplin, Me.
Stratton, Me.
Hotel Blanchard. Centrally located in the Dead 
River region. Good table and clean beds. Good 
livery connected. Parties taken to any and all 
camps in this section at reasonable rates.
E. H. Grose, Prop’r, Stratton, Me.
Near Rangeley.
Point Pleasant. Stop and consider. This is a 
nice place to spend a summer vacation. For rates 
and particulars correspond with
Hinkley & Roberts. Rangeley, Me.
On Phillips & Rangeley Railroad. 
Redington Camps and Cottages. Good accom­
modations, with best fishing and hunting. One 
minute’s walk from Redington station. W rite for 
circular. J. F. Hough, Prop’r.,
P. O. Rangeley, Me.
Skinner. Me.
Log Cabin Rcti'Cat. Finest fishing and deer 
hunting in Maine. Send for circular.
Log Cabin Retreat, Skinner, Me.
Phillips, Mf..
Phillips H otel. Carriage meets all trains. Good 
fishing. C. A . Mahoney. Prop’r.
Haines Landing, Me . 
■toselook m egu ntic  
House offers excellent ac- 
nmodations t o sports- 
on. It is in close prox- 
ity to the best fishing the 
-e offers. No hay fever. 
Idress from Nov. until 
ay, Theo. L. Page, Prop., 
nate Cafe, Washington,
. C. A fter May 1, Haines 
_.mding. Me.
Rangeley, Lake.
Mini yon's Springs. The most beautiful spot in 
W . W . Smith, Mgr.. Rangeley, Me.Maine.
At Farmington.
The Stoddard House is delightfully located for 
those wishing to spend the vacation among the 
hills and near good fishing and hunting. Write 
for particulars.
W . H. McDonald, Prop’r., Farmington, Me.
THE GOAT DEVOURED THE DICTIONARY.
mean?” cried the goat as the poet pass­
ed oil his way. “ I never heard such 
large words before."
Then he strolled along a little farther 
and presently he found a dictionary.
“Oh!” exclaimed the goat. “ This is 
the book that has all the big words, 
and 1 guess I can hud out in it what 
the poet meant. But, then, I can’t 
read," he pondered. “ What am I to 
do ?”
Then a happy thought occurred to 
him.
“ I shall eat the book,” he said, "and 
then I shall have all the words iu use. 
Surely I shall be learned enough then."
And the goat devoured the dictionary, 
big words and little words and all, and 
when he got through he was no wiser 
than when he began.
Just then the man to whom the dic­
tionary belonged came along, and he 
gave the goat a sound thrashing.
And the goat decided that it is not 
well to acquire too much learning in 
too short a time.—Atlanta Constitution
Via Rangeley.
Kennebagu Lake House on the shore of Kenne- 
I bago Lake. One of the best fishing sections. 
Good fishing every day in the season. Excellent 
accommodations. Address.
Richardson Bros.. Proprietors, 
.Kennebago, Me.
Dead R iver Region.
The N ew  Shaw  House, Eustis, Maine, a modern 
; hotel and open to sportsmen. No better hunting 
anywhere. There are about 4U rooms. Corres­
pondence solicited.
A . B. Sargent. Eustis. Me.
Eustis, Me.
Tim Pond Camps. Situated in the Dead River 
Region._ 2,000 feet above the sea level. In the 
heart of Maine's best fishing ground. W rite, for 
further particulars to
Julian K. Viles, Eustis, Me.
Four Miles From Rangeley.
W lloi'ff's Camps, Dead River Pond. P. Q. Ad­
dress, Rangeley, Me. Send for circular. '
E. B. Whorff, Proprietor.
Kennebec Countv.
Belgrade Lakes. Me.
Tile Belgrade. Best sportsman’s hotel in New  
England. Best black bass fishing in the world.
Chas. A . Hill & Son, Managers.
■ So. Smithfield, Me.
N orth Pond Camps. Situated on one of the 
seven famous Belgrade Lakes. Bass and trout 
fishing unexcelled. Log cabins with open stone 
fireplaces, and camps connected with large farm 
of 300 acres. New booklet for 1905 just out. Send 
for one. Edw. W . Clement. So. Smithfield. Me.
Rangeley Lakes.
Lakeside House, on Umbagog, a most picturesque 
retreat, charming scenery, beautiful drives, excel­
lent boating, good fishing. Send for booklet.
E. H. Davis, Proprietor. Lakeside, N. H.
Vacation Days In Maine.
There comes a time in many a man’s 
life when the tired mind, wearied with 
the hurly-burly of modern business, 
steals away from the tasks in hand and 
refreshes itself with sweet memory 
pictures of the deep Maine woods. And 
what pictures t h e y  are! Exquisite 
paintings which no hand but nature’s 
could originate and no thought but one’s 
own produce; entrancing scenes with 
the supreme delights of camp and its 
environments in the foreground and 
ideal woods and water settings at the 
back.
It is no ordinary vacation trip that 
one makes when he wends his way into 
, the forest fastnesses of Maine’s great 
wilderness. Before him lies a play­
ground about fifteen thousand square 
miles in extent, covered from end to 
end and side to side with an immense 
; acreage of forest, yet penetrable even 
to its most remote parts by way of the 
thousands of interlacing and contiguous 
lakes, streams, rivers and brooks which 
lie within its confines. No other coun­
try in all the world can show such 
charming elegance and versatility of 
scenery; no other land or clime offers 
more wholesome or more fasinating 
pastimes, or better opportunity to gain 
health and keep it. In fact, the vaca­
tion advantages which nature puts forth 
in Maine’s immense woods reaches 
are so manifold and diverse that every 
i partaker of them is bound to be all the 
healthier and happier for his trip in.
As a big game domain Maine stands 
second to no other section o f America.
; Its immense forest preserves make an 
ideal haunt for moose and deer and the 
succulent grasses and lily pads by the 
J waterways and the tender bushes on 
the ridges offer plenty of luscious food 
for the hordes of animals which make 
this wilderness their home. It has been 
but a few years since the whistle of the 
locomotive first startled Maine’s big 
game in its own domain, and although 
thousands of visiting sportsmen have 
come into this section and taken hand- 
[ some trophies of their hunt back with 
them, yet the quantity o f game still in 
i the woods seems to increase rather than 
diminish; in fact, the thousands o f fine 
{ deer and moose that go out of the state 
i each season are but a very small per­
centage o f the many thousands which 
are still left to roam the forests at 
their own sweet will.
Maine's deer are the common Virgin- I 
ian or white-tailed variety. They are 
brown-gray in color, are exceedingly 
j swift of foot and can make their way 
j through thick undergrowth with sur­
prising speed. In the summer time 
j deer are unusually tame and can often 
be approached very closely in a cam e,
1 but in the huntjng season they take 
alarm quickly and have to be hunted 
with great care. . 275 pounds is good 
jweight for the average Maine buck 
deer. Maine’s moose are huge, ungain­
ly beasts, coated with coarse brownish 
hair which grows darker at the ap- 
! pi'oach of winter and wearing a short 
! bristly mane, almost black. A grayish 
color shows on the belly and legs, 
touched with yellow. A Maine moose 
l^ will measure from six to seven and a 
half feet to the top of his foi’e shoulder 
and even more; his wreight will often 
exceed a thousand pounds. Take an | 
old bull moose with broad antlers 
spreading five feet or more from tip to 
tip and almost any hunter would risk a 
good deal to outwit and bring down 
such a forest monarch.
Game birds will also be found in 
northern Maine in variety and abun­
dance-countless coveys of partridges, 
thousands o f wild ducks, woodcock and 
plover and many other favorite game 
birds There are also many fine rep­
resentatives of the eagle and hawk 
families, several aquatic species, of 
which the loon or great northern diver 
is easily the largest and handsomest 
and a wonderful assemblage of song 
birds whose sw’eet music bursts on one’s 
ear at the most unexpected places.
The hundreds o f men and women who 
come to this famous vacation region to 
battle with the finny habitants o f the 
ponds and streams find there is nothing 
tame about fishing here. Countless 
numbers o f trout, togue* landlocked 
salmon, whitefish, black bass and pick­
erel dwell in the clear, cold waters of 
the notherfi Maine wilderness and most 
of them attain a size and vigor which 
makes them most valued prizes when 
they finally been brought to the landing 
net. The sport holds good from the 
going out of the ice in the early spring 
until late in the summer and through­
out this long season the catching of 
big fish rather than fingerlings is the 
rule rather than the exception.
Without the graceful canvas canoe, 
voyaging over and along the interming­
ling waterways of northern Maine 
would lose much o f its poetry. As it is, 
the canoe makes it possible for one to 
journey f o r  almost a n y  distance 
in almost any d i r e c t i o n  through 
t h e  trackless forests, g l i d i n g  
along on the water in a most fasci­
nating way and penetrating the most 
remote fish and game regions. Canoe­
ing in the Maine wilderness is becom 
ing more and more of a favorite sum­
mer pastime and the several canoe 
routes which are especially mentioned 
in the canoeing chapter o f this book 
are among the easiest and most inter­
esting to make. A good many parties 
combine tenting-out with canoeing, 
changing their place o f abode at will 
and in this way living at all times in 
closest touch with nature.
That good-hearted, genial fellow of 
the woods, the Maine guide, becomes 
actually indsipensable to a sportsman 
who is not thoroughly familiar with the 
wilderness, its denizens and its ways. 
Not only does one’s guide do the cook­
ing, clear the tenting grounds and make 
himself generally useful w'hen out on 
the camping trip, but he carries all the 
heavy burdens, does all the drudgery 
incident to the trip and yet expects 
only $3 a day or thereabouts as a recom­
pense for his services. One need not 
engage his guide ahead unless he pre­
fers to, as the proprietors of the woods 
hotels and camps will attend to the 
matter on notification.—In the Maine 
Woods.
Boston Girl’s Success on the Golf Links.
The brilliant victory of Miss Mary 
Dutton over Mrs. M. D. Patterson, who 
for many years has held the amateur 
championship of the united North and 
South tournament, on the golf links at 
Pinehurst, N. C., on Tuesday last, and 
her winning o f the woman’s champion­
ship recently by defeating Mrs. James 
I Ford Bell of Minneapolis, 4 up and 3 to 
{ play, is the cause of great satisfaction 
among the many friends of Miss Dutton 
! in social ch*cles o f Boston, who regard 
her victory as marking the advent o f a 
new’ star in amateur golf circles. Miss 
Dutton’ s triumph is significant not only 
on account o f the personal distinction 
which it has won her, but because of 
the credit she has brought to Boston in 
this field o f outdoor sports.
Miss Dutton’s success was not wholly 
a surprise to those who have been fa- 
miiiar with her record on the golf links. 
She has long been devoted to the game 
and at the Allston, Oakley and Country 
clubs, o f which clubs she has been for 
several years a conspicuous member, 
her playing has attracted much atten­
tion. After winning several local 
trophies, she acquired additional promi­
nence last year by her brilliant playing 
in the intercity matches between Bos­
ton, Philadelphia and New York women. 
Her victory Tuesday was all the moie 
remarkable because her opponent was 
in the best of form and the game was 
a close one throughout, Miss Dutton 
winning by a single stroke on the home 
green, in what was regarded as one of 
the best women’s mate es ever played 
at Pinehurst.
Miss Dutton, who is the second daugh­
ter of Mr. Harry Dutton, of the firm o- 
Houghton & Dutton, is only 20 years 
old. She. is a graduate of the Medford 
High school and in consideration o f her 
health she has always been encouraged 
in out-of-door life, which admirably 
s ,ited her inclinations. Many of her 
winters have been spent in the South, 
and at Pinehurst she has been a con­
spicuous member o f the social winter 
colony. — Boston Herald.
Mr. Harry Dutton and family for 
many years ?pent vacation days at 
their cottage on Pleasant Island and he 
now has a beautiful summer home on 
Richardson lake.
